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President appoints
students to dean
search committee
A DECISION
WAS MADE
AFTER SGA
PRESIDENT
BRANDON
KIRKHAM
RAISED THE
ISSUE OF
STUDENTS ON
THE SEARCH
COMMITTEE
FOR A NEW
DEAN OF THE
COLLEGE OF
H UMANISTIC
STUDIES.

MSU alumnus
qualifies for
'Millionaire'
quiz show

Sitting
in tl1e

BY BRANDl WILliAMS
NEWS EDITOR

The search is on for the new
dean of the College of Humanistic
Studies, but the committee .may
not yet be complete. Discussion
has been circulating about
whether students should be
allowed on the committee.
Thursday
President Kern
Alexander approved for one student to be appointed to the committee.
Student Government Association President Brandon Kirkham
received an e-mail from a student
pointing out there is not a student
member on the search committee.
He then brought this to the attention of Provost Gary Brockway
and University President Kern
Alexander.
"1 spoke to Alexander about it
in a personal meeting and he
assured me that there would be a
student on the committee,"
Kirkham said.
Currently, accord ing to the faculty handbook, studen ts are not
allowed to be on search committees; however, they are allowed to
provide input regarding the decision.
"Search committees are to
ensure every department has
equitable representation," Bill
Price, chair of the committee and
associate provost, said .
The problem is if students are
added to the committee, then that

BY GREG S TARK
VIEWPOINT EDITOR

Jon Futrell said the "hot seat," the chair in
which contestants sit to answer questions
for the quiz show "Who Wants To Be A
Millionaire," is th e most uncomfortable scat in all of television -literally
• Ql/f"
and figuratively.
:
Fu trell, a 1993 Murray State grad- :
uate, should know. He quali- .
fied for the special Academy Awards edition of
"Millionaire," which airs
tonight on ABC, but was
taped March 16. Fu trell
was the first contestant to sit
opposite host Regis Philbin, but his
stay on the show was short-lived.
Futrell answered the first question correctly, which asked what actress
Annette Bening's occupation in the
Murray
movie "American Beauty" was. HowState
ever, he missed the second question,
graduate,
which asked who has hosted the most
Academy Awards.
left the ABC
He said the answer was Billy
quiz show '~Who
Philbin asked if that was his
Crystal.
Wants To Be A
final
answer.
Futrell said it was and
Millionaire"
Philbin
informed
him he was incorrect.
with some
The
correct
answer
is Bob Hope.
parting gifts.
Futrell thought the answer was
Futrell ma de it
Crystal because he had taken an Interto the show's
net quiz where the answer for that
''hot seat." but
question was Crystal, but Hope was not
bowed out on
among the choices. He took the early
the second
exit from "Millionaire" in strid e.
question. The special Academy
"I was sure it was Billy Crystal/'
Awards edition airs tonight on ABC.
he said. "I made it my final answer and

Please see SEARCH/14

Photo 1lluma1ion by Ryan Brooks/The News1

PleaK see MIWONAIR£/14

Council.sets precedent for statewide engineering plan
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

Wanted: Engineers.
lf Kentucky industries posted a help wanted sign, that's probably what it would read.
But the way to fill those positions is up for
debate by Kentucky universities and the
Council on Postsecondary Education.
On Monday, the CPE rejected a proposal
from Western Kentucky University that
would have allowed the university to establish mechanical and electrical engineering
and construction management programs this
faiL That decision set a precedent for other
schools such as Mu rray State, which was also

considering expanding engineering courses.
The CPE's decision was to develop a
statewide approach to address the shortage
of engineers and not to allow each university
to establish its own program.
"The council said, 'We agree, we need more
engineers and more engineering education
bu t let's explore the most effective and efficient way to p rovide more engineering education in Kentucky,"' CPE spokesperson
George Graves said.
Under the current plan, only University of
Kentucky and University of Louisville can
award engineering degrees. Some believe the
CPE's decision solidifie::. the monopoly held
by those two schools and will not help pro-

duce more engineers.
"The assumption is m.1de that we can meet
the current engineering shortage by doing
more of what we've always done," Western
University Vice Prc:-;ident for Academic
Affairs Barbara Burch ~aid .
Murray State supports a statewide program, but at the same time would like to
honor its own engineering graduates.
"There's no reason whatsoever why the
regional universities can' t develop and
award engineering programs and degrees,"
Provost Gary Brockway said.
Murray State offers an accredited engineering physics program, but more funding is
required to give the University further engi-

neering program capabilities.
Murray State also participates with UK in
teaching engineering programs at Paducah
Community College. Industry and Technology Chair Dan Claiborne said Murray State's
participation in Paducah shows the University is capable of running its own program.
''We already have the credibility and credentiaJs because we are teaching engineering
courses in Paducah," he said. "Engineering
ought to be located at places other than at UK
and U of L"
Graves said the CPE will hold meetings
\\'Hh university presidents to come up with
Please see

Hearn continues family tradition
SHOOTING
RIFLES HAS
BEEN A
CONSTANT IN
J.T. H EARN'S
LIFE SINCE HE
WAS 5 YEARS
OLD.

BY JOE DAN DACUS
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

While most students are taking aim at a diploma from
Mu rray State, sophomore J.T.
Hearn is also taking shots a t
another target.
Hearn shoots for the Murray
State rifle team and has been
sharpening his skills ever since
he could hold a gun.
Hearn said he has been
around rifles as long as he can
remember because his mother,
father and older sister, Leslie,
shoot competitively.
"I've been shooting competi-

PAGE 3
The Student Government
Association voted on the
details for a merger with
the Residential College
Association.

Laura Deaton/ The News

Please see HEARN/14

Rifle cha mpion J.T. Hearn. sophomore from Carrier Mills, IU., takes aim
at a target in the Pa t Spurgin Rifle Range.

Greg Stark
writes about
Indiana
University
basketball
coach Bobby
Knight and
how he should be
remembered.

ENGINEERING/14

Editor's note

tively since I was 5," 1-Jearn
said. "(t has been a constant
influence in my life."
Hearn began shooting smallbore and air rifle with both the
Jackson Purchase Rifle Team
and the Illinois State Rifle
Team about three years ago. He
has also $etved as a roach at
Wolfcreek Olympic Shooting
Center in Atlanta, Ga., teaching
younger competitors how to
hone their skills.
"It was a lot of fun teaching
younger kids how to perform
better," Hearn said. " I also

PAGES

THE CPE IS
EXPLORING THE
MOST
EFFECTIVE
WAYS TO
PROVIDE MORE
ENGINEERING
EDUCATION IN
THE STATE.
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A controversial advertising
campaign stating that beer
is better than milk was
discontinued after
complaints from groups
such Mothers Against
Drunk Driving.

As warmer weather sets in, ·
many Murray students are
escaping to the great
outdoors.

Several grou ps and individuals
have voiced serious complaints for ' .
o ur carelessness and insensitivity in
an editorial cartoon in the March ~ ,
issue of "The Murray State News."
We recogn ize our failure to anticipate offensive remarks and deeply
apologize to all those we caused suf•
fering.
ln the past week, the staff at NThe
News" has learned a valuable lesson. ,
If it were possible to take back our
misjudgmen t, we would d o so
instantly. H owever, w e cannot undo
the d amage we have d one, so we
take this as a learning experience and
a chance to better ourselves in the
process.
Please accept our apology.

PAGE 11
James Egbert,
Strike Force
coach, says
the two-time
defending
intramural
volleyball
champions were unfairly
kept out of the fraternity
league this season.

Lost your basketball tournament brackets? Go to
the "The Murray State
News Online" at
www.thenews.org/sports.
htm to download p rintable
NCAA and NIT brackets.

.·

News
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Weekly
Forecast

Cloudy
'Today:
High: 70-75
Low: 50-55
Saturday:

Students graduating in December

storms
;High: 70-75
Low: 45-30
Sunday:
Partly Cloudy

High: 70-75
Low: 45-50
Monday:
Isolated

Thunderstorms
High:70-75
Low: 50-55
l'uesday:
Scattered

showers
High: 65-70
Low; 45-50
Wednesday:
Partly Cloudy
High: 65-~o
Source:The Weather
Cllanl\el
YmW;wealher.com

Graduation packets
available to students
2000 should request their degree

Scattered

Low: 45-50

NEWs Eorroa: BRANDt WtWAMS
NEWS EooOR: MORGAN HAAOY
PHONE: 762·4468

AsSISTANT

packet from the Registrar's Office in
Sparks Hall as soon as possible. The
packets will be available for pick-up
approximately one week from the
time of the request. The deadline
for submission of the completed
packets is April IS.
August 2000 graduates should
have submitted a completed packet
by Wednesday. Any student who
missed this deadline should contact
the Registrar's Office.

Agriculture holds lawn .
mower clean-up, fix-up
Murray State Agriculture Mechanization Club is holding its annual
Lawn Mower Clean-up and Fix-up
on Friday from 1 to 6 p.m and Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at Howton Agriculture Building. There will
be a $20 fee for riding lawn mowers
and $15 for push mowers.

MSU technology forum
offers cash awards
Students have the opportunity to
win cash prizes of $25, $50 and $100
while participating in the Murray
State technology forum. Students
must make a seven-minute presentation on how they have used technology in a class assignment.
The presentations will be judged
by a panel of local business repre-

NEWS
How
to
.
reach 'us·

The Murray State News
Ma rch 2<4, 2000

am pus
sentatives. Monday is the application deadline and a practice session
will be held Thursday. The contest
will be held April 6 at 4:30 p.m. For
more information phone 762-2535.

Michael Minger bill passes
unanimously in Senate
The "Minger bill," which requires
stricter safety measures to be pursued on campuses, passed unanimously in the Kentucky State Senate yesterday. The passage comes
three days after the House legislature also passed the bill unopposed.
The bill will now go to Gov. Paul
Patton to be signed into law. If
signed, the Minger bill would
require Kentucky universities to
keep a log of all crimes and make
this log available for public viewing. It wou ld also require any fires
on campus to be reported to the
state fire marsh al.

Staff Excellence Awards
taking nominations

leremy R. Edwards/Tile News

Reveling in tile sun: Freshman Ryan Scott from Santa Claus, Ind. tosses a Frisbee among

Nomination forms will be distributed soon to select the eight annual
recipients of the Staff Excellence
Awards. These awards are given in
four categories: secretarial or clerical, general, facilities management
and executive or professional. Two
awards of at least $500 will be given
in each category.
Nominations can be made by
anyone, and anyone who has
observed exemplary service by a

Editor-In-Chief: 762-6877
News: 762...4468
College Life: 762-4480
Viewpoint: 762-4468
Sports: 762-4481
Advertising: 762-4478
Fax: 762-3175

E-MaU: thenews@murroystote.edu

friends in front of Hart College.
staff member is encouraged to submit a nomination. Applications for
nominations are available at the
Student Government Association
office, any dean's office or academic department, the Curris Center
information desk and irom any
Staff Congress representative. They
are also available by contacting jean
Bailey at 762-2393.

Winners will be announced Aug.
15 at the Staff Recognition Banquet.

PRSSA dinner connects
students, professionals

with public relations professionals.
An Italian buffet will be served at 6
p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
The dinner costs 57 for students and
$10 for professionals.

Today is the last day to register
for the local chapter of the Public
Relations Student Society of America's annual professionals dinner,
which allows students to connect

"Cn111JIIIS Briefly" is compiled by Morgan Htlrdy, tlssistmtt m·ws editor, and
Melissn Stoneberger, nssistant college
life editor.

"THE MURRAY STATE NEWS ONLINE" FEATURES SOME OF THE SAME CONTENT WHICH
GOES INTO EACH fRIDAY'S EDITION OF "THE MURRAY STATE NEWS" AND A DAILY

ENEWS.oru
'tale n-:\v i on I'

111ti'T <-l '

www.thenews.org

COLUMN IN THE "ONLINE" SECTION.

News: http://www.thenews.org/news.htm
College Life: http://www.thenews.org/life.htm
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Sports: http://www.thenews.org/sports.htm
Online: http://www.thenews.org/online.htm

Are you running for an
SGA office?

You should advertise with-·---

. ..ell~~

The Murray State News!
• SGA Election advertisements
must be purchased prior to·
April 3 in order to run in the
April 7 issue of The Murray
State News.
• Please bring all copy and/or
photographs for your ads.
• You must pay for the ad at the
time of purchase.

J~/v:t ~ 2 000
~ooet;t;t/U~
7:80/J/.m~

S6 /J'e/rerat !Zlt6/ic·
S& J!£./U Jlttdbd8-'
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For More Information Stop by or Call

The Murray State News
111 Wi Ison Hall
762-4478
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Lisa Loeb pulls out of April 2 concert at MSU

1

LISA LOEB HAS
DECIDED TO
RENIG ON
HER APRil 2
CONCERT
DATE
IN liEU
OF A PRIVATE
TOUR
PROMOTING A
NEW AlBUM.

BY JASON YATES
AsSOOATE EDITOR

Pop singer Lisa Loeb has decided not to perform her concert at Murray State, which was scheduled April 2.
Student Government Association Concert Chair Curtis
Baker said Loeb pulled out of all of the 20 dates of the College
Crash Tour scheduled by her agency, Creative Artist Agencies.
"Usa Loeb is coming out with a new album next month,
and she decided to pull out of the (College Crash) tour so she
can do a private tour," Baker said.
The asking price for Loeb' s private concert is $10,000,
which is double what SGA paid for the three-concert deal
with Creative Artist Agencies. Baker said SGA decided it was

not in the best interest of students to bring her here because
the cost of tickets would have to increase dramatically.
Baker said a replacement concert would not take place this
semester.
"They (Creative Artist Agencies) are trying to refocus and
regroup," he said. "They want to put more emphasis on getting up-and-coming artists for the other two shows for next
year."
Baker said it does not appear likely the third show will be
replaced, but he said SGA will be compensated if it is not.
On a positive note, the Mentos Freshmaker Tour is still
scheduled for April 17. Baker said local band Hoosier Daddy
will open the concert, which features the bands Pink, New
Rising Suns and headliner Stroke 9. Tickets for the concert are
free.

RCA, SGA begin making unification adjustments
BY

C.

RYAN SHELTON

CONTR18lJTING WRITER

Students took the first step in completing the
Residential College Association and Student
Government Association merger at Wednesday's SGA meeting. The Student Senate passed
additions and amendments to the SGA Constitution to facilitate the merger.
The changes still need to be approved by a
plurality, 51 percent, of those voting in the
April SGA elections and then passed by the
Board of Regents.
The issue is still under discussion in the
RCA. If ratified, the merger would give RCA
much greater access to programming funds.
Currently the RCA' s entire budget is composed
. of a $ 1 fee per student living on campus, $4,000
total.

The merger would create an RCA committee
on the Campus Activities Board, ,which would
be chaired by the RCA vice president. This
committee would have its own budget for RCA
programming, allowing RCA to use more of its
money to send members to conferences who
were financially unable to attend this year.
"People seem to be real concerned about
funds," RCA member Ryan Brown said. "We
have done a real good job with our funds that
we currently have."
Both sides insist this merger is about more
than money. It is also about giving greater representation to more students.
"The goal of this proposal is to give a voice to
the students who may never leave their dorm
room," SGA President Brandon Kirkham said.
"This allows their concerns to quickly and eas-

ily get to the top."
The Senate has one potential problem. The
vote for changes to the constitution is on the
same ballot as the 14 new Senate positions it
creates. Even if passed, it must be approved by
the Regents.
SGA claims to have a contingency plan,
though it has yet to be released.
"If this doesn't go through, hopefully we'U
rethink a plan that can include these people
that have been elected," SGA Senator Jason
Pittman said. "We want all the representation
in SGA we can get."
An idea Pittman presented was creating a
special committee for those who would not be
able to take office.
The RCA will vote on the merger proposal
Monday.

WKU's dormitories change over to foundation's hands
BY M ORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Now, if a pipe bursts in one of
the We~tern Kentucky University
dormitories, the university will
not send its crack plumber to
address the problem. The Student
Life Foundation wilJ.
The SLF purchased 16 of the 17
dorms at WKU last week for an
debt-inclusive estimated cost of
$20 million. The foundation then
turned around and leased the
dorms to the university for $1 per
dorm.
As things stood before, the university could not pay the debt it

held on the dorms and because of relief for the next 12 years and
university policy, could not bor- won't see full relief for the next
row money to pay for it. This com- 27."
plicated the plans the university
Many of the dorms at WKU are
had to renovate the living halls, below Murray State's residential
some of which would be changed college quality. Six do not h ave
to four-person suites.
air conditioning, and seven do
Thus, the dorms were sold to a not have fire sprinklers.
non-profit organization, Wh ich
While Murray State might concould issue bonds to relieve the sider several options for funding
debt and finance the improve- its construction, selling its resiments.
dential colleges is not one of
"This allows us to find new them, Director of Housing Paula
ways of funding the much-need- Hulick said.
ed improve ments to our resi"The sale of the dorms would
aence naBs," Western 'Kentucky be a decision to be made only b y
President Gary Ransdell said. th4l Board of Regents," Hulick
"We won't get any sort of debt said. "We wouldn't do this any-

way, as we can issue bonds. We
bonded $6 million to address the
safety issues. We feel we're really
ahead of their process."
Even if the University were to
pursue this option, the Racer
Foundation,
Murray State's
equivalent to Western's SLF,
could not fund s uch a n undertaking, Athletic Director E.W. Dennison said. Dennison is a major
supporter of the foundation.
"We're mainly a supporter of
athletics, and have helped t he
University with projects from
tim e to time," Dennison said.
"But $20 million would be well
out of ou r reach."

•PoliceBeat
two people at Fifteenth and
Olive.

MARCH 10
12:23 u n. A Hart College resident reported a person with a
gun on the third floor. Officers
were dispatched to Hart College
and a pellet gun was removed
from the building.
12:30 a.m. There was a noise
complaint at Hart College. The
source was gone on arrival.
2 a.m. There was a noise complaint at Regents College. The
source was gone on arrival.
8:57 a.m. There was a fire alarm
trouble light triggered in Hester
College. Facilities Management
was notified.
3:01 p.m. A caller reported a
male soliciting on 16th Street
and Farmer Street.
4:11 p.m. A dog was reported in
the Industry and Technology
Building.
10:11 p.m. A person at the
Regional Special Events Center
reported a lost car. The vehicle
was found.

MARCH 19
12:19 p.m . A student reported
his vehicle struck near Blackbum Science Building.
8:14 p.m. There was a noise
complaint in Regents College.
9:33 p.m. Murray Police
Department requested assistance at Lowe's.

MARCH 20
10:37 a.m. There was a noise
complaint at 712 College
Courts. Housing was advised
of the situation.
8:41 p.m. Skateboarders were
reported at the Industry and
Technology Building dock.
8:55p.m . An officer was ou t at
the Carr Health Building with
an injured student His friend
transported him to the emergency room.
9:53 p.m. Emergency medical
services were requested at the
Carr Health Building for a student with an injured knee.
11:10 p.m . Clark College
requested an officer to investigate a marijuana odor. Nothing
was found .

MARCH 11
12:52 un. A 911 hangup was
reported in White College. A
student was trying to program a
phone.
2:58 p.m. A fire alarm was trig·
gered in Regents College.

MARCH 21
3:32 p.m. There was a theft of a
trash can and an ashtray at
Wrather Hall.
4:55 p.m. A student needed
medical assistance at Wells Hall.

MARCH 14
1:47 p.m. A person was report·
ed looking into vehicles in the
Waldrop Street. parking lot.
10:08 p.m . Racer Patrol requested a Murray State police officer
at the Industry and Technology
Building dock.
10:48 p.m. There was a lockout
in College Courts.

MARCH 22
12:53 a.m . A person wth a
weapon was observed at the
Fine Arts Building The weapon
was a BB gun used as a prop in
a play.
12:40 p.m . A fire alarm was triggered in Hart College. Electricians were servicing the fire
alarms.
Racrr Escorts - 7
Motorists Aselsts - 8

MARCH 17
9:30 ~.m. A vehicle had to be
moved in the Roy Stewart Stadium parking lot.
3:40 p .m . There was an alarm
triggered at Wrather Hall.
Everything was reported to be

Crime Pr£'Vet1tion Tip: Lock your
door, even if you intend to return
home shortly. It takes a lhief10
seconds or.frwer to enter a room
to steal your property.

OK.

MARCH 18
8:10 p.m. A sprinkler tampering
alarm was triggered at Hester
College. campus police were
notified. " •
11:07 p .m . The Murtay Police
Department was notified about

Police Beat is compiled by
Morgtm Hardy, a5SisUint news
cditor,fram mJlterials available
from Public Saftty.

The Brothers of Al:Cl> cordially invite the following Ladies to a night in their honor
March 31, 2000 at 8pm at the Woodmen of the World ballroom in downtown Murray.
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MOVIE WORLD
SDPERS!ORE
" We apologize for the Inconvenience
in the parking lot.
WE ARE STILL OPEN!"

3 Movies for $7.50
2 day rental
DVD Movies Now Available

Largest Selection of
New Arrivals In the Area
Sony Playstation and Nintendo 64 Games
and Players for Rent
626 Central Shopping Center

753-7670
Monday - Thursday
10 a.m.- 11 p .m.
Friday - Saturday
10 a.m. - midnight

J.;.ireAilen
Chelsea Anderson
Angela Arnold
Melissa Baker
Kathy Barnes
Natalie Beavin
Angela Beltz
Desiree Bollinger
Valerie l)ransford
Marta Brock
.Kim Bryant
Ashley Bucy
Ashley Calhoun
]l>ssica Cardin
Lindsay Chamberlain
Jessica Chet:fY
Emily Cleaver
Whitney Coleman
joa.ntla Cooper
ChriStian Cruce
Jennifer Davis
Amy Deweese
Tori Dunn
,Pauletta Estes
Elizabeth Fatheree
Jennifer Freeman
Lauren Gentry
Bree Gillman
Amy Green
Ashley Hailston
Audrey Hamilton
Beth Harney
Andria Haton
Emily Heppler
Jennifer Hibbs
Heather Hodge
Heather HoweJJ
AshleeHunt
Casey jenkins
Dawn Johnson
Nikki Key
Kris Kinman
Kate Lackey
Aloma Leys
Rachel Lowery
Ashley McKnatt
Hillary Martin
Natalie Meeks
Emily Monroe
Whitney Morris

Katie Nelson
Slrah Allen
Amanda Arms~
Whitney Arnold
Kim Barber
Laneisha BayUs
Brea Beruiett
Brook Berrnnan
Ladonna Boren
Kiersa Brenner
laurie Brown
Land cc Bryant
Tasha Burney
Raegan Campbell
Kim Carrico
Ashley Ownbers
Rebeka~ Christman

ArilyOoe

Jill Collignon
Amanda Cox
ToniCrum
Wendy Davis
Krista Doron
Jenny Elliott
Whitney Everette
I<eDy Pelts
Martha Frier
Jenni Gillespie
Cynthia Class
Kad Greer
Kelly Hall
Erin Hamilton
Missy Harrison
Liza Jane Hayes
Barbara Heflin
Sara Higdon
Lisa Hoffman
Brandy HO\.Ise
Lauri Jackson
Amamda Jessie
J~er

Johnson
Joanna Kind
Elana Kom~ay

Deanna Lampkins
Annie Lawson
Stevie Lowery
Ashlea Mclerran
Michelle Martini
Emily Miller
Jeanie Morgan

Jamie Moss

Marilee .MofSlln

Milli"Nesbitt
Kim Alel<ander
Anita Annstrons.
Meagan AXley
Sara Jane Batd
Keri Bazzell
Catherine Betz
Elizabeth Blackford
Detreous Boros
Amy Bridget

Chnstina Napper

.5hea Newsome
Valerie Alsobrook
Safah Arnett
Sara Bailey
Laura Barnes
Brittany Bean
S~hanie Bedard
St~hanie Blackley

Amy Bowling

LOri ;Brown

TonY.• Bridges

Kacer Buchanan

Lisa Brown

Emily Burroughs
Catherine Cannon
Stacy Camico
1ia Chambers
Sarah Clark
CarrieOoyd
Autumn Collins
Kristen Ctew
milee Dale
Sharon Dean
Wendy Dowdy

Traci Buck
Kasee Calabrese
Rebecca Cansler
Kelly Cavin
Erica Cheatham
Stacey Clar~
Allison Coffeen
Megan ColSon
Ashley Crook
Laura Davidson
leeAnn Deck
Jayme Duncan
Erica Emmons
Adrienne Farmer
Rebecca Francis
Anne Gardner
Melissa Giltner
Ashley Graves
Erica Guess
Carisaa Ham
Meli(lsa Hanor
Andrea Harvey
Robin Heel
I<risti Hettenhausen
Robin H ill
Aridrea Hom
Ra~l Hudon
Julie }anes
Ashley Johnson
Valerie Kerns
Sarah Kingins
Rachel Kulp
Robin Lasher
Jill Lowes
Jenny McKendree
Heather Martin
Julie Means

Sarah Elliott
Jan\le Fafario
Natalie ford
T.mia Gamble
Jill Giannine
Sandra Jo Goedde
Leigh-Ann Grt'y
Julie Hallemeier
Stephanie Haml<'tt
Hailey Hartman
Lori Hayes
Kelly Hepner
Jill Highfil
Lisa Holt
Haley Hudson
Katrina James
Heather Jessup
Kristin Johnson
Amy Kindle
Julia Krampe
Jennifer Langford
Willie Mae Lindsay
Kim Luecke
Crissy Mardis
Patricia Maxwell
Stephanie Minix

Angie Mitchem
Kim Morra

RachelNei~
AJpy Nortllin~
LoUrdes~
Cheryl Osting

JWian Payne
Xelli Petermeyer
Allison Price
Roseanne Radke
Misty Reed
Johnna Roetters
Stacy Rowland
Jaime Russell
Andrea Scott
Nicole Shelton
Natalie Slayden
Beth Southa:id
Amanda Stetk,n
Shea StoneciP,her
Vickie Torrence
Molly Vamtr
Stephanie Wud
Kristen WatSon
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Question
of the
Week
What do you think is
the greatest invention
~
~~~~~~-----=======~

everandwhy?

A BICYCLE

II

SEAT, BECAUSE
WITHOUT IT, IT
WOULD HURT."

MATT WOOOFAU.,

Sit.

Silent voices

Senior, Mf. Vernon, /11,

"THE PRINTING
PRESS, BECAUSE
EVERYTHING
THAT GIVES US
KNOWLEDGE IS
THROUGH TEXT.

11

"THE CUSHION
SEAT ON THE
TOILET, BECAUSE
IT'S SO SOFT AND
WARM IN THE
MORNING. "

D ARYL D IEBOLD

Senior, Elizabethtown

11

THE PHONE. IT

JUST TAKES TOO
LONG FOR
LETTERS AND
PIGEONS DON'T

Students should be allowed on committees
Currently students are not allowed
on search committees for new administration. This includes the most recent
search for the dean of the College of
Humanistic Studies. However, President Kern Alexander decided one student on the committee couldn't hurt.
Until the recent appointment by
Alexander, the students had no say in
who will be in charge of that college. It
is as if the administration is trying to
say students are not mature enough to
be involved in a decision that will affect
them the most.
There was concern for allowing students on the committee because students might sway the vote. There is one
representative for each department on
the committee. Some felt if a student
was added, then there could be a bias
toward the department the student is

most involved in. This means the
department will have two representatives instead of one.
However, students are allowed on the
search committee for the provost. It
does not make sense they would not be
allowed on the search committee for
the dean of the College of Humanistic
Studies. The provost is not nearly as
directly involved with the student
boay as a CJean of an academic college.
The administration seems to have forgotten the two groups that will be
affected the most by the decision of the
new dean will be the faculty and the
students. Not only do the faculty get to
have their voices heard, but there is
also equal representation.
Even if the students are not allowed
to vote on the committee, they can still
put in their input on who they feel

would be a good candidate.
Also, a student, who is the actual participant in classes, could possibly find
things the faculty might overlook.
Students are the ones who know how
the University would be benefitted
without being caught up in the politics
of the whole thing.
It is nice to see the SGA president
actually standing up for ~hat wo~d be
in the students' best interest instead of
cowering in front of the administration.
Brandon Kirkham saw a problem and
he went and found a solution, one that
was in the students' best interest, too.
That is what we need in an SGA president.
It is also nice to see Alexander actually thinking of the students for a change,
since we are the ones who are paying
tuition.
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STUDENTS BE
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POSITION:
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G OVERNMENT
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CUT IT."

HEG'-N LOOMIS

Sophomore, Carmi, Ill.

11

TOILET PAPER,'

SO WE DON'T
HAVE TO WORRY
ABOUT GETTING
POISON IVY."
HAIUA RALEIGH

Frashman. Henderson

Jeremy R. Edwards/The News
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Decision should consider students
Several years ago, the
regional schools wanted
expansion campuses to
increase enrollment. They
went to battle to free the
community colleges from
the University of Kentucky's
umbrella. It was a long and
grueling process.
On Monday, the Council
on Postsecondary Education
refused to allow Western
Kentucky University to

expand its engineering programs. Currently, only UK
and the University of
Louisville are allowed to
give engineering degrees.
The decision against Western could halt any other
regional
schools
from
attempting the same. However, it is unlikely that Murray State President Kern
Alexander will just roll over
and agree if he believes Mur-

ray should have ·a program.
He led the fight to free the
community colleges anyway.
CPE
George Graves,
spokesperson,
made a
remarkable statement that
all parties involved in the
decision making should
adhere to.
"The council is stressing
coordination and cooperation," he said. "We really
aren't talking about which

university should have an
engineering program. It's
what's the best way to provide this education."
The last statement is profound . Everyone involved
should maintain their commitment to work together,
because this could open a
new (old) can of worms.
The students of the entire
state need to be considered
while the discussions begin.

'
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Some women are comfortable with jobs
lmagine a woman. Now, imagine she is satisfied with her body
and it is a body she considers
appealing. And with this body
she considers appealing she
decides to use her mind, which is
appealing as well, to make a very
important thing known as
money.
Now I don't know much about
this because I am not a woman
and I don't know what "feeling"
they have on this, but for myself I
have no problem with it. If a
woman is comfortable with
showing off her body, what's
wrong? I' m sure they wouldn't be
selling their souls for minimum
wage. These women could, and

do, make a load of money.
Now, I do agree it is bad to
become objectified, for women to
become an object to these men.
But these men aren't forcing them
to get up on stage and strut their
stuff. Maybe women do it
because they want to and they
C4ln make a lot of money. And
maybe, just maybe they like the
attention they are getting.
And one other thing, if men are
the ones lowering themselves to
falling for this cheesy, lame form
of entertainment and throwing
away tons of money, who is really being taken advantage of?
But speaking of being objectified, I feel it is sexist to leave this

only one-sided. Why is it always
just the women who are being
objectified? I think men are
turned into objects just as much
as women in such things as strip
bars, magazines and pornography. I can't recall the numerous
times I've heard ''meat" references toward men in generaL
They are judged by their "stats,"
just as much as the women on
stage are judged. Anyone who
doesn't see this must be in denial.
I do agree places like Hooters
and other strip clubs are extremely cheesy and tacky. l have never
been to one myself, but if the
women are satisfied with doing
it, I don't see anything wrong. I

don't think this makes one sex
better than the other.
I don't think either sex is better
than the other or that one is perfect. Personally, I have found
many traits in both sexes that are
quite disgusting and sometimes
these make me sick to be a member of the human race.
1 don't think both sexes are
equal, either. I think people
should try to respect each other
as individuals rather than members of a certain gender, even if
that means respecting a person
for showing off his or her body.

Kyle Shadoan is a staff writer for
"Tile Murray State News."
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Knight should be recognized for success
At the annual Kentucky Press Association
convention in January, I shot the bull (for
about two seconds) with "The Courier-journal" sports columnist Pat Forde.
A few nights before, Forde covered the Indiana/Iowa basketball game at Bloomington,
Ind. The game was significant in that it reunited Indiana Head Coach Bobby Knight with a
former player of his, Iowa Head Coach Steve
Alford .
Much had been made of a possible
"strained" relationship between Knight and
Alford since he took the Iowa job. Both Knight
and Alford did not speak to each other at the
1999 Big 10 Conference Men's Basketball
Media Days and many assumed the relationship between the former player and coach had
strained even more since Alford wound up
with former Indiana player Luke Recker.
Recker had transferred to Arizona from Indiana following the 1999 season, but transferred
to Iowa to be closer to family.
Interviews with Knight can be entertaining,
can end in an explosion, or both. Every time
there is a news conference with Knight, things
usually start off smooth, but then a reporter
asks a question Knight doesn't like and
Knight explodes.
Forde asked the question Knight didn't like
that night and on national television Knight

blew up.
He yelled, walked out of the room, came
back in, yelled some more and then walked
out for good. End of story. End of news conference.
Knight thinks the media is against him. And
with stories and reports so curiously timed as
the one released last week by CNN/51, you
have to wonder if those musings are true.
CNN/51 reported Knight choked former
Hoosier Neil Reed during practice one day.

Wow, what a revelation.
The news organization also reported Knight
uses unusual practices to motivate his team
and uses extreme profanity, also for motivation.

Surprise, surprise.
CNN/51 reported that when Knight was
notified of Recker's transfer to Arizona, he
threatened to resign his post at Indiana
(which he has held for nearly 30 years) and
blame it all on the transfer.

Have we been down this road before?
Many, many times. In fact, this trek has
been nearly as traveled as U.S. 641.
Come on. Was CNN /51 supposed to
assume we are a bunch of morons? This story
is not new. It's old. In fact, it's about 15 years
old.
john Feinstein traveled with the 1985-86

1
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The coach is not the most stable man on the
face of the earth. But, college basketball isn't
just about the coach. It's about the players.
Knight can deny up and down that his team
was focused on its NCAA first-round opponent (Pepperdine), but this kind of scrutiny
has to have some kind of negative effect on
the team.
People know how , Knight coaches and
instructs. When Reed was recruited by
Knight, surely he knew of the tactics "the general" used to coach. Indiana University basketball is not for the faint of heart.
Knight's rough tactics have not been unsuccessful. His teams have won three NCAA
tournaments and have one of the best winning traditions in the country. Recently, however, his teams have not done well in the Big
Dance. Pepperdine leveled the Hoosiers this
year 74-50.
Like it or not, Knight is one of the legends of
the game. His name is up there with former
University of Kentucky Coach Adolph Rupp
and former Kansas University Coach Phog
Allen. However, his legacy is going to be his
coaching tactics and demeanor toward his
players. And that's a shame.

Greg Stark is the viewpoint editor of "Tile Murray
State News."

In My
Opinion

GREG STARK

"KNIGHT'S
ROUGH TACTICS
HAVE NOT BEEN
UNSUCCESSFUL
HIS TEAMS HAVE
WON THREE

NCAA
TOURNAMENTS
AND HAVE ONE
OF THE BEST
WINNING
TRADITIONS IN
THE COUNTRY."

Vegetarians need
others to understand

f1AN So MVC.H ftR
w~ 'FE

Indiana basketball team to compose his book
"A Season On The Brink." He went to every
practice, sat in on every team and coach meeting and observed what went on around the
Hoosier program.
The description given by Feinstein in the
book did not depict any physical contact
between Knight and players, but we found
out Knight is not a saint, either. He cusses,
uses the f-word more times than I can count
and uses tactics most coaches wouldn't use to
motivate his team.
Most people associate Knight with chairs, or
his ability to toss the four-legged objects. In a
1985 game against Purdue, Knight was called
for a technical foul (something CNN/51 failed
to report, his tendencies to pick up technicals
every now and then). While a Boilermaker
was shooting free throws, he picked up his
chair and hurled it across the hardwood,
where it ricocheted off some photographers.
Knight's "rap sheet" also reads longer than
some of the Police Beats in "The Murray State
News." He was convicted (in absentia) of
assaulting a police officer in Puerto Rico. He
pulled his squad off the floor in an exhibition
game against the Soviet Union basketball
team. There have been rumors he stuffed a
Louisiana State University basketball fan in a
trash can. No, Knight is not a saint.

W\\oOA~.

I'm coming out of the closet. For three problem for me; getting through the
years I've lived in silence. I'm different. checkout without becoming highly agitated at the checker is a problem.
I'm one of them. I'm a vegetarian.
Proclaiming that I am a herbivore in
The other day, I was on my merry little
this meat-crazed area of the nation is way to the checkout, when I saw the
dangerous. However, I feel I must speak checker spying my arms brimming with
out for the few of us who live in Murray. green boxes. I had various soy prodWe have made a decision that deserves ucts-soy bacon, soy burgers, soy corn
respect from others. Please, try to be dogs. You name it, people can make it
acfommodating to us. Most of us do not out of soy, I laid the boxes on the counter,
~njoy being ri~iculed .for, our beliefs, nor • ready for her interrogation.
"Boca Burgers?" she asks.
do we try and push our beliefs on others.
"Yes, Boca Burgers, a good source of
When I made the choice to become
meat-free, I knew I was in for a battle. I protein," I echo.
"So why don't you eat meat?" she asks.
figured I would have a tough time findLucky for me, I have a number of
ing things to eat, especially when I went
to a restaurant. I really had no idea what answers prepared in my arsenal.
"Because I like animals and do not feel
I was up against.
When I go out to eat, I try to avoid ask- it necessary to kill them to feed me,". I
ing servers about the particulars of a cer- fire.
"Oh well, I couldn't stand to give up
tain dish, but sometimes it's unavoidable. I always feel terrible when I make a meat. Don't you just want a nice, juicy
server go back to the kitchen, write down steak sometimes?"
"No, I prefer a nice, Living cow."
the ingredients and bring them out to me
Apparently, she had not detected my
at the table. However, because of a recent
experience, I will be checking the ingre- sarcasm yet, continuing to question me.
"Well, don't you think animals are here
dients in every meal.
l was eating at a restaurant in Paducah for us to eat?" she asks.
"You know, you're right (Insert intronot too long ago when I was brought my
dinner, complete with little dead shrimp spective look here). Say, do you have a
swimming in the sauce. I cannot empha- dog?"
That line always gets them quiet.
size enough that fish is meat. As a generThe moral of this story is, my dear caral rule, meat is anything with a face plus,
nivores,
to try and understand vegetarisea creatures.
Of course, I asked the server if the dish ans. You are dealing with very non-viowas vegetarian before I ordered. Howev- lent people. Don't make us get crazy on
er, I failed to ask exactly what the meal you.
contained. But come on, fish is meat.
l was prepared for another battle-finding things to eat in the grocery store. Racll£'1 Kirk is a staff writer for "The Murray
Luckily, finding food has not been a Stale News."

In My
Opinion

RACHEL KIRK

"You ARE
DEALING WITH
VERY
NON-VIOLENT
PEOPLE. DoN'T
MAKE US GET
CRAZY WITH
YOU."

Dog competition in Louisville creates problems
Some people went to Palm
Beach, Fla. for Spring Break. Some
people cruised to the Caribbean.
Some people went back home to
work. Some people were rejected
from numerous hotels because of
Dog Show Nationals. Guess which
category I fall into.
That's right, my friends. Now,
don' t get me wrong. I had an
excellent Spnng Break. I worked
for a few days, saved up some
cash and headed up to Louisville
with my friend Brandi to do some
mad shopping.
The first night was great. We
didn't need hotel reservations
because my friend Nikki has an
apartment downtown. We experienced fine dining at the local
Chuck E. Cheese's, and afterward,
I watched a movie. Good times,
good times.
The next day, I awoke to find
Nikki was going out of town for

-

the next two evenings, and that
there was a small change of plans.
We would have to get a hotel
room for the next night. No problem, right? I mean, louisville's a
big city.
So, we set out on our merry way
in search of hotel accommodations
and breakfast. We spied a Motel 6
from one of the exits and decided
to give it a go there. As we drove,
we noticed people on either side
of the road walking their dogs.
Make note of that, fellow readers,
because that is foreshadowing.
Finally, after getting lost somehow between the exit, the signs
pointing to the Motel 6 and the
actual hotel, we arrived at our destination. Motel6 had not, contrary
to popular belief, left the light on
for us.
I waited in the car while Brandi
went in to secure a room for us.
While waiting, I observed the

motel. It was nicer than most
Motel6's I had seen. It was at least
10 stories tall, with a pool and
ample parking. It also had really
nice landscaping in front of the
lobby, with carefully arranged
flowers and plants. I was taking in
the landscaping when a hotel resident came outside with a large
dog, who obviously needed a,
ummm ... break.
I guess 1 noticed the dog was
more than the average mutt. I
don't know that much about dogs,
though.
Brandi came out of the motel a
few seconds later, shaking her
head, signifying we had not, in
fact, secured the hotel room we
needed for the evening.
"Dog show," she said to me as
she got back in the car. "There's a
dog show this weekend.''
We11, it started to make a little
more sense at this point.

We decided it was officially time
to hit Shoney's for some breakfast
and regroup. Since neither of us
were too familiar with the area,
we asked the waitress for some
advice.
"This weekend?!" The waitress
exclaimed. "You know there's a
dog show in town this weekend,
don't you? I'm sure that almost all
of the hotels are booked."
When I asked the waitress about
the significance of the dog show, I
was met with a look of pity, for
apparently I did not fully understand what I was dealing with.
She assured me it was not the local
or regional dog show competition,
but it was in fact ... (enter drum
roll here) THE DOG SHOW
NATIONALS!!!
Well, heavens. How was I supposed to know? After we got back
on the road, we were a little more
observant, and, I must say, there

was no shortage of people walking their little show dogs that
morning. Some sort of last minute
preparation, I assume.
Well, to make a long, boring
story a little bit shorter, we finally
got a room at the Hampton Inn.
We went shopping that day, and
that evening went to a local mall
to see if there was anything else
we could possibly want.
Upon entry, we passed two couples walking their dogs out, in full
uniform. That was enough. We
ran, fleeing from the mall, fleeing
from louisville and most importantly fleeing from the mass of
dogs we felt that we might never
escape.
You know, T always liked dogs,
but 1 think I may be more of a cat
person now.

Loree Stark is a staff writer for "The
Murray Stale News."
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"You KNOW,

I

ALWAYS LIKED
DOGS, BUT
THINK

I MAY

I
BE

MORE OF A CAT
PERSON NOW."
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Pizza, pasta business snaps no more for Snappy Tomato
AFTER ONLY
A YEAR IN
THE LOCATION,
SNAPPY
TOMATO,
A POPULAR
PASTA AND
PIZZA HOUSE,
HAS CLOSED
ITS DOORS.

BY LOREE STARK
STAFF WRITER

After a short-lived attempt at tantalizing
the taste buds of Murray, Snappy Tomato has
thrown in its aprons and decided to call it
quits.
Snappy Tomato, which was located at the
comer of U.S. Highway 641 and Olive Street,
is only the most recent in the long list of businesses that have not been able to make it a go
at that location. It had been open about one
year.
In the past few years, the property at the
comer of U.S. Highway 641 and Olive Street
has housed a very diverse group of businesses. The building has previously been home to
Caroline's Gift Shop, Captain D's, Blockbuster/Little Caesar's and Azario's.
Captain D's simply chose to relocate to the
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center. Other businesses left the building because of lack of
business or relocation in other areas.
Does the problem lie in the location? It
wouldn't seem so. The lot is conveniently
located down the street from Sparks Hall, an
easy walk from the campus, and pizza is a
food usually well-received by college students.

Harold McReynolds, owner of the proper·
ty, said the closing of Snappy Tomato may
not be related to lack of business.
"They did good business," McReynolds
said. "The guys that were running it lived in
Jackson, Tenn. They were just running it for
someone el.se."
As for the other businesses that have not
seen success at the property, McReynolds
said he feels the problem lies in supervision.
"It just depends on who you've got running
it," McReynolds said.
As for the next business to give it a try at
that location, McReynolds said he could not
discuss it at the time.
Some students who have frequented Snappy Tomato in the past year can only make
educated guesses about the growing number
of failed establishments in the lot.
John Gibson; sophomore from Henderson,
liked Snappy Tomato, but had not visited any
of the establishments located on the property
prior to Snappy Tomato. He said he could not
form an opinion about the demise of the other
businesses.
Said Gibson: "Until a business is successful
at that location, we may never understand the
mystery of this curse."

Laura Deaton/ The News

Snappy Tomato doses, adding the establishment to a long list of businesses that have
fatled in the same building on the corner of U.S. Highway 641 and Olive St.

MSU receives grant to study drinking habits of college students
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

jUDY LYLE
health edUcatiOn
director and
staff nurse

"OuR DATA WIU
BE MORE
ACCURATE THE
MORE PEOPLE
THAT
PARTICIPATE.,

Murray State students might not
think twice about driving half an
hour to buy beer in Henry County,
Tenn.
Health Services hopes students
will likewise spend that much
time completing a drug and alcohol survey, which would p rovide
Murray State with information
that has never before been collaborated.
Students can fill out the surveys
March 27 to 29 from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Curris Center Rocking
Chair Lounge or from 5 to 7 p.m.
in Winslow Dining Hall. Participants will be eligible to win prizes.
Health education director and
staff nurse at Health Services Judy
Lyle said the surveys are available
through a grant awarded to Mur-

ray State from the Kentucky Network of Colleges and Universities
to Reduce High-Risk Drinking
Among College Students.
Murray State initially received
$1,000 in January and will be given
an additional $3,000 this year. A
total of $6,000 will be granted over
two years.
In addition to the survey, the
money will fund programs to edu·
cate students about drug and alcohol use. They surveys w ill deter·
mine where that education will be
targeted.
"The grant is allowing us to do
an assessment of our campus to
find out wha t problems do or do
not exist," Lyle said.
Many students incorrectly
believe everybody drinks, Lyle
said . She cited a recent study by
Harvard University that found the
proportion of students who binge

drink and those who don't drink
at all are both on the rise. Likewise
a t Murray State, Lyle believes
some students d rink heavily, but
many don't d rink at all.
"We believe this is true, but we
don't have any hard data to back it
up, and that is what this (survey)
is supposed to find out," Lyle said.
To get a precise assessment of
drug use and drinking habits on
campus, Lyle said she would like
to see at least 10 percent of the student population complete the survey.
"Our data will be more accurate
the more people we have partici·
pate," she said.
Some of the students who took
the survey found it to be repeti·
tive.
"A lot of the questior:s were
redundant, but if it helps to make
a safer campus, then it's worth it,"
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cation Center for Alcohol and
Other Drug Prevention.
Lyle said the survey results
could lead to informational
posters around campus, more education on drugs and alcohol for
freshman orientation and speakers
focusing on problem behaviors.
Some students are leery about
effectiveness of such programs.
"I think by the time you've been
in college, you've been through
health classes through high school
and you pretty much know all
there is to know," Payne said.
Andolina said alcohol awareness
programs might help students
realize drinking is a real problem,
but she wasn't sure the effort
would change drinking behaviors.
Said Andolina: "For the most
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junior
Todd
Payne
from
Hawesville said.
Sophomore Bobby Stinnett from
Breckinridge
County
said
although he believes the majority
of students drink, he doesn't think
it poses danger at Murray State.
"I don't think it's a problem
because most of the people I know
who drink know how to control
themselves," he said.
Sophomore Tina Andolina from
Paducah expressed a differing
view.
"I'd say there's a great number
that do (drink), but I don't think
I'd be presumptuous enough to
say it's the majority," she said.
One of the surveys was designed
by the Core Institute in Chicago,
which performs drug and alcohol
research. ..1,he 'Othe~ is Called tl\e
Context of Drinking survey and
was published by the Higher Edu-

interview tlme as welL

Did You Forget?
April 1 is the Priority Filing
Date for Student Financial
Aid applications for 20002001 requesting grants
(non-repayable), loans,
and/or student employment.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Ollice
Sparks Hall • Base~nent

Bring in this Ad, and get 1 person in free
with 1 paid admission.
(This does not apply for feature shows and events !)

''Lowest Rates In Town''
Ford Authorized

Rental vehicles
•

)

cars to vans

Requirements
At lease: 2 t

yean of age, valid drlver'lllcense.

"Major credit cards•
Local pickup avallaltle

Parker Pord Lincoln-Mercury
70t Main st.
Downtown Murray
711 - 1171 Ask for wade
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PETA axes campaign promoting beer over milk
PROTESTS BY
M OTHERS
A GAINST
D RUNK
D RIVING LED
TO THE CEASE
OF THE
CAMPAIGN
THAT
ENCOURAGED
COLLEGE
STUDENTS TO
DRINK BEER
OVER MILK.

BY M ORGAN HARDY
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

It's unlikely you'll see a
celebrity posing with a brew
in hand and a foam mustache proclaiming, "Got
beer?" anytime soon.
People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals discontinued its edgy campaign last week after protest
by members of Mothers
Against Drunk Driving.
The animal rights activist
group promoted statistics
showing the nutritional
value of beer as opposed to
milk as part of the "Got
Beer?" marketing campaign, a play on the American Dairy Association's
popular "Got Milk?" slogan.
While Murray State never
saw the campaign, as it lasted less than two weeks
before its demise, its impact
was
nevertheless
felt
through media coverage
such as the "Today" show.
On other campuses, can
openers with the "Got
Beer?" slogan were distrib-

uted as well as posters displaying a rendition of the
popular celebrity advertisements seen promoting milk.
"We d idn't expect the
negative reaction that we
received," College Action
Campaign Coordinator for
PETA Morgan Leyh said.
"However, we are pleased
with the results. We doubled our collegiate action
team membership and
greatly increased the hits at
our web site, www.milksucks.com."
Some of the statistics
PETA used in its campaign
included facts showing beer
has no fat, as compared to
milk being "loaded with it."
According to the campaign,
'high animal protein content
of milk "leaches calcium
from the bones," and dairy
products contribute " to
almost every disease except
carpal tunnel syndrome."
PETA protests the consumption of milk based on
the treatment of cows during its production. According to its promotional material, because of genetic mod-

ification of cows to increase
lactation, their udders
"sometimes drag on the
feces- and urine-covered
cement."
In addition to disagreeing
with the presentation of the
statistics, Judy Lyle, staff
nurse and education director for Health Services, disagreed with the claims of
PET A concerning animal
treatment.
"I don't want to come
across as callous, but we use
cows as a food source," Lyle
said. "If dairy farmers don't
treat their animals well, it
diminishes their product.
Dairy farmers take care of
their cows because they
support their livelihood."
Lyle said an electronic
mailing list for health educators has been abuzz with
criticism of the campaign,
including some from members of MADD.
"MADD put a lot of pressure on them to discontinue
the campaign because of its
alcohol focus," Lyle said.
"Quite frankly, I agree with
them."

ot beer?
Jeremiah Maguire
Damian Simpson
Memphis. Tenn.
Benton. Ill.
"Only If It's German "It's a good buzz."

John Sammon
Lexington

" I don't like milk."

beer."

ot milk?
Elizabeth Broughton
Murray
"Because It's
Morgan Hardy/ The News

better for you."

Juan Droguen
Geneva, Switzerland
"My mental health
Is more Important"

Chaunta Swift
Louisville

"I don't like either
one."

UniVersity to regulate Greek societies, givirig incentive to join
BY LISA WHEAT
STAFF WRITER

With negative perceptions looming
over fraternities and sororities, Interfraternity Council Adviser Jim Baurer
said new students need incentives to
join.
Those incentives will, in part, be the
result of an accreditation program
that requires Greek organizations to
meet standards set by the University.

"We feel like with the publicity the
Greek system is getting nationwide, if
we're encouraging young men and '
women to go Greek, we want to make
sure it's a positive expe rience for
them," Baurer said .
The accredita tion program would
assess fraternities and sororities each
spring, beginning next year, based on
their scholarship, lead ership, com munity service and alumni communi-

cation efforts. This spring will be a
trial period for the assessments.
Details of the accreditation are not
finalized, but Baurer said the University requirements would not exceed
those set by the national organizations for each fraternity or sorority.
A possible requirement would be
for Greek organizations to maintain a
h igher grad e point average than the
average of those not in a fraternity or

sorority, Baurer said.
The accreditation program would
replace the Greek Award of Excellence, which is currently measures
fraternity and sorority efforts.
Baurcr and University Studen t
Affairs representatives will meet with
Greek members to negotiate realistic
standards. A committee is currently
researching what actions other universities are taking to regulate Greek

TERRAPIN STATION

Peachffl

DoN'T FORGET TO FILE YOUR TAXES!!!

Blossom

920 S. 12th St.

Also

• Sunless Tanner
(Au Courant-as seen on Baywatch)

• Natural Cosmetics
• Diet & Sports Nutrition

,Oo4 N. 4th St.
Murray. KY 42071

Relocating to:
1203 Chestnut
(between Dennison-Hunt &Dan's)

Posters • Stickers • Blackllghts
T-shirts • Music VIdeos • Incense

-..-A~;-;~:,;-;~-u;;.-;,--,- ----oo--

759-5749
Sinal.

GET A
MAMMOGRAM.
EARLY DETECTION
IS THE BEST
PROTECTION.

+~DAILY~~
PICK-UP &
DELIVERY
CALL

M~

~==~~!f ~!~

and Sate

4-7-GO

2 Off

Start your engines with
the right parts from

Murray Auto Parts, Inc.
1300 N. 12th St.
641 N.

CALL 1-800-ACS-2345

tar.

753-8926

New and Used
COMPACT DISCS and CASSETTES

uyour total h e alth food store"

Free Quotes!

organizations.
Talk of the accreditation has Greek
organization members questioning
why they were singled out from all
the other student groups for assessment.
Said IFC Public Relations Chair
David Perlow: "Why (is the accreditation) to the Greek system as
opposed to the rugby team or residential colleges?"

1301

CHESTNUT STREET •

753-7117

753-4424

.-

Dr. Jeff Rush

visiting professor of Criminal Justice
will speak on the subject of
capitol punishment.
Serving Mexic•n Food,

Thursday, March 30
7 p.m.

" ' and COLD BEER \ .
from

in the~ Room of the
Cunis Center

11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Located on 641 S . Puryear, Tennessee

(901) 247-5798

Sponsored by

College
Republicans

~~)iiZBHY~!dl!ieJi!,,.

Basel Ualue Meals
startini at $2.59
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ID
under a blanket
Students only minutes from prime campsites
BY RACHEL KIRK

Current River

STAFF WRITER

At Missouri's Current River, near
Salem, you can rent a canoe or kayak
You've had a year to get over "The from one of the many rental shops.
Blair Witch Project." Jt's time to quell
Akers Ferry Canoe Rental offers trips
your fear of sticks and rocks and head downstream from eight miles to 20
back into the woods.
miles. A one-day kayak or canoe trip
Spring is here and the smells of bug costs $40.
repellent and s'mores are calling many
"There are plenty of places along the
college students to camp.
river to camp/' Eugene Maggard,
Whether you want to have an
owner of Akers Ferry, said. "Often, peoovernight adventure around Murray or
ple are pitching their tents on the gravyou would like to travel for a weekend el bars right on the river."
expedition, the region has a variety of
Maggard said quite a few college stuoutdoor activities.
dents vacation on the river every year.
"Once, we had nine buses full of colLBL
lege
kids ready to canoe," Maggard
Land Between the Lakes is only 20
said.
miles from Murray and offers 170,000
acres available for camping.
You can find a place to camp just Backyard camping
about anywhere in LBL. There are
Your backyard may be the perfect
places near the lake or out in the middle place to set up camp if you don't feel
of the woods.
like
traveling,
according
to
Because of the many miles of trails, W\\'W.go.farnily.com. Instead of isolatback country camping is a popular pas- ing yourself from society in the woods,
time. The trails range from distances of you can get a dose of the outdoors while
two miles to 65 miles.
remaining close to the comforts of
To camp in LBL, you must have a per- home.
mit issued by the visitor's center.
You can still build a campfire and tell
This weekend, LBL is sponsoring scary :;tories, but if you get scared,
March Madness at Turkey Bay Off. home is only 50 feet away.
Photo courtesy of Barry Johnson
Highway Vehicle Area. You can bring
Karen and Rober Olson of Murray cook over an open name as their children, Geoffrey and Katye, set up camp. A
an all-terrain vehicle and explore the Camping gear
favorite
pastime for both students and families, camping can be an inexpensive way to vacation.
hundreds of miles of trails. Camping is
To survive in the wilderness (or your
also half-price this weekend.
backyard), you wm need gear.
are taking, we will get them the gear
"The tendency is to take some things and sleeping bags are also big items
"OIIV riding is really increasing in
Jeff Blewett, manager of Hooper's they need and advise them on how ,to you don't need," Blewett said. "We tell with college students.
popularity,'' Jerry Conley, LBL recre- Outdoor Center in Murray, said he has use it," Blewett said.
If you don't have the money to buy
the students what they will actually
ation team leader, said. "LBL is one of helped several students get ready for
your gear, the Leisure Connection,
Blewett said college students some- need."
the few places in the region where folks their camping trips.
times need help deciding what to take
Blewett said Hooper's sells a lot of located in the basement of Ordway
can really get out and enjoy the sport."
"If they tell us what kind of trip they and what to leave at home.
outerwear and boots. Backpacks, tents Hall, rents camping gear at low prices.

LBL suits many camping styles
Staff Report

Metro

Creall\·e Grapn1cs

Visitors can enjoy many activities like canoeing, swimming
and fishing d uring a camping experience.

an outpost center, stalls, tack, there are plenty of other camping
hay /feed, farrier service. Wran- options.
Birmingham Ferry, Fenton,
Camping in the western Ken- glers also offers guided horse trail
Rushlng Creek, Cravens Bay and
tucky and Tennessee national rides and pony rides.
recreation area is more than just
Campers can explore LBL's lake Gatlin Point camping areas have
spending the night under the stars. and, trails. Those staying at LBL's basic amenities such as drinking
With more than 300 miles of Hillman and Piney campgrounds water and chemical toilets.
Those seeking more privacy can
undeveloped shoreline and 170,000 also have access to many activiacres of rolling forest, it's no sur· ties not open to other LBL visi- obtain a permit to camp virtually
prise that camping is one of the tors.
anywhere in the back woods.
most popular activities at Land
Backpackers
The campgrounds offer facilihiking
the
ties for swimming, volleyball, North/South Trail can take
Between The Lakes.
LBL has three developed family softball, basketball and Frisbee advan tage of metal shelters.
campgrounds: Hillman Ferry in golf. Other activitie~ include arts These shelters are pieces of metal
the north end, Piney in the south and crafts programs, line danc- culverts adapted into hut-type
shelters. These sleep up to six
and Energy Lake, located north- ing, movies and live mwsic.
Hillman Ferry and Piney rent people.
east of the Golden Pond Visitors
cruiser and mountain bikes. Both
Camping Shelters. opened at
Center.
All have scenic campsites along campgrounds have trails open to Piney and Wranglers are basic
wooden structures with electricithe lake as well as in shaded their patrons.
In addition to the old logging ty and bunk beds. These sleep up
woods. While Hillman and P~ney ·
offer amenities like water, electric roads and fi re access lanes that to four people.
"Not everyone has an RV and
and sewer hookups, they also fea- stretch through LBL, an extensive
ture a wide array of recreational mountain bike trail system has not everyone is comfortable
been open since 1995.
sleeping in a tent," Conley said.
activities and programs.
"We get people of all ages at
So far it's been a hit, Conley "The camping shelters offer a lit·
tie more protection from the eleour campgrounds," Jerry Conley, said.
LBL Recreation Team Leader,
"We have so many little-used ments, but still provide a rustic,
said. "We want to make sure and abandoned dirt roads that natural experience."
Special fees apply for many
there's p lenty for everyone to make perfect bike trails," he said.
do."
"One of the best ways to see LBL events and camp ing facilities. For
LBL has the region's only horse is by bicycle because you have more information on LBL camp·
camp, Wranglers, which expand- access to areas that most visitors ing or other LBL attractions, call
1·800-LBL-7077.
never see."
ed in 1997.
Contact: Kathy Harper, Golden
Wranglers fea tures almost 100
While there is much to do in
miles of horse and wagon trails, the developed campgrounds, Pond, KY (270) 924-2016

Create
your own
survival kit
The following items
should be included in
a standard suNival
and first aid kit. Take
one on your next
camping trip.
•Bandages
-Gloves
•Saline
•Bottled Water
•Salt Packets
•Aspirin
•Whistle
.Compass
•Emergency Flares
•Pocket Knife
•Matches
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

MONDAY

• VITA- Income
tax assistance,
Business
Building Room
353, noon to 4
p.m.
• Cinema
International"Baraka," Cu rris
Center Theatre,
7:30p.m.

•Concert- MSU
Jazz Festival,
Performing Arts
Hall, Fine Arts
Center second
floor, all day.
•SportsVolleyball spring
to urnament,
Racer Arena. For
more information
contact David
Snow at
762-3351.
• Cinema
International"Baraka," Curris
Center Theatre,
7:30p.m.

•Sunday schoolChi Alpha, Hart
College, 10:15 to
10:45 a.m.
• Bible studyMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Sunday school
- First Baptist
Church, 9:30a.m.

• OrientationSpring 2001
Student Teachers
Curris Center
Barkley Room,
12:30 to 2 p.m.
• Bible studyBaptist Student
Union, 6 p.m.
• Bible studyChi Alpha,
Elizabeth College
Study Lounge, 9
p.m.

To

POST IN FORMATION IN THE

CAlENDAR, PHON E 762-4480 OR FAX IT TO

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
• Program"Women's Lives,
Voices, Solutions:
Shaping the
National Agenda
for Women in
Higher
Education,"
Ordway Hall, 3
to4:30 p.m.
• SGACandidacy
applications due.
Mandatory
candidates
meeting, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 3:30 p.m.
• Faculty RecitalBritt East, Sco tt
Erickson and
Scott Locke,
Performing Arts
Hall, Fine Arts
Center second
floor, 8 p.m.

762-3175.

• O rientationSpring 2001
Student Teachers,
Curris Center
Barkley Room,
3:30 to 5 p.m.
•WorshipMurray Christian
Fellowship
house, 7 p.m.
• Program- "The
History of
Women in the
Arts and
Literature: Bold,
Brazen and
Brilliant,"
Fine Arts Center,
Performing Arts
Hall, 7 to 8 p.m.
• Th eatre- " All in
the Timing,"
Robert E.
Johnson Theatre,
7p.m.

.

• Carwash Symphonic
Wind Ensemble
fund- raiser from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
at Wal-Mart.

H AVE A LOOK AT THE UPCOMING EVENTS ON CAMPUS
AN D AROUND TOWN.
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Dr. Dre's album features many other rap artists

Source: Sunset
Boulevard
Music and
Terrapin Station

It's a simple calculation:

TIAA-CREF's low expenses
mean more money
working for you.
The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

fur.d can equal better performance.

~3!5,000
low·CostAaount

calculator so you can see for yourself that no matter

___

;

:

;

.

$313,000
.

How much 7Just take a look at the chart. Then call
us. We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense

If you are thinking about a career that enhances the lives of
others, call ROGER WEIS at 762-3808 or stop by Room 108 of
the Carr Health Building for an informal discussion.

1. Pantera"Reinventing
the Steel"
2.lce Cube"War and Peace
Vol. ll"
3. N'Sync - "No
Strings
Attached"
4.WWF , Aggression"
5. Bone ThugsN-Harmony"BTNHRESURRECTION"

INSUAAN(E MUTUAL FUNDS TRUST SERVICES TU ll I 0 N f I NAN l I 1< G

:

The AMERICAN HUMANICS (AH) CENTER FOR
LEADERSHIP IN COMMUNITY SERVICE at Murray State
University offers an academic minor in YOUTH AGENCY
ADMINISTRATION, specifically designed for students who
want to MAKE A DIFFERENCE through programs of education,
health and fitness, recreation, and character development.

Albums

Dr. Ore's new album "2001" focuses on Ore's fear of being forgotten by the
public. It features several artists on his label. "'Aftermath Entertainment."

:

WE EDUCATE, MOTIVATE, ENLIGHTEN,
BUILD, ENCOURAGE, INSPIRE, EMPOWER
PEOPLE!

•Theatre- "All in
the Timing,"
Robert E.
Johnson Theatre,
7p.m .
• Cinema
International"Lovers of the
Arctic Circle,"
Curris Center
Theatre, 7:30
p.m.
• Judicial
Board- Parking
Ticket appeals
reviews, Curris
Center
Cumberland
Room, 3:30 p.m.
•ProgramCapital
Punishment, Jeff
Rush, Curris
Center Barkley
Room, 7p.m.

Top

Aftem1c1th Entertainment and lnterscope Records

.

Dr. Ore's new album,
"2001," has one main
message: He's still Ore.
Throughout the entire
album, the lyrics reflect
on the recognition he
received in the past and
how he is no longer
receiving it. He says rap
has changed and everyone has forgotten about
him.
This is also evident in
the two videos from this
albu m, for the songs
"Still Ore" and "Forgot
About Dre." Ore is saying he is always into
something, still doing the
same old gan gsta stuff
and still got love for the
street.
Dr. Ore takes himself

:

Album: Dr. Ore
"2001"
Grade: D
Comments:
"Overall, the
album would
be all right if
Dr. Ore would
shut up and
quit whining
abou t being for~
gotten, take out
all the cheesy
sound effects
and quit 'featuring' so many
people."

track except th e second
features an artist from
Dr. Ore's self-created
label, "Aftermath Entertain ment." Snoop Dog,
Eminem, Hittman and
Kurupt show up repeatedly on the album. This
seems like a shameful
advertising plug by Ore
for his own label.
The other annoying
thing I found in the
album is the cheesy digitalized ma rijuana leaves
plastered on the album
cover, throug hout the
booklet and on the CD.
Overall, the a lbum
would be a ll right if Dr.
Ore would shut u p and
quit whining about b eing
forgotten, take ou f all the
cheesy sound effects and
q uit "featuring" so many
people.

~

STAFF WRITER

mu ch too seriously in his
songs. So, if I have one
thing to say about the
album it is: "Ore, I never
remembered you, so how
could I have forgotten
about you?"
But on a good note, the
music on the album has
some interesting experimental elements. Such
songs as "Still Ore,"
"XXPlosive,"
"What's
The Difference," " The
Next Episode" and "The
Watcher" exemplify this.
The main m istake in his musical elements is the a nnoying
sound effects s uch as
drive bys, car bombs,
someone being strangled
and m onologues from
ghetto women.
Another
noticeable
thing on "2001" is every

~

Music
Review

BY KYLE SHADOAN

THURSDAY

High·Cost Aaount

what your investment, you'll benefit from low
expenses. And CREF expenses range from just

0.29% to 0.37%.1

YOU MAY REGISTER FOR EITHER OR BOTH OF THE
FOLLOWING CLASSES FOR THE NEXT SEMESTER
Trends and Issues in Youth
and Human Services
(actual community service)

9:30-10:45a.m. Tue & Thur

YAA 350 Introduction to Youth and
Human Services

lla.m.-12:15p.m. Tue&Thur

YAA 290

For more than 80 years, we've '>een committed to
low expenses, superior customer service and strong
performance.
Add it all up and you'll find that selectir •9 your
retirement provider is an easy decision: T'AA-(REF.

SPECIAL AH SCHOLARSHIPS AND LOANS ARE
AVAILABLE

EXPENSES•
Tobl ~ewmulitlonufter 20 111'rs biMCI on inlllll
investment of $50,000 1nd hypothetiUII•nn1111
n~lurns of 11 %.l

1 BOO 842 - 2776
www . tiaa - cref.o r g
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Fraternity braves bad weather over break Sexual assault, rape
prevention class
takes applications

BY MEUSSA STO NEBERGER
ASSISTANT COllEGE LIFE EDITOR

While many college students spent their
Spring Break in the sun, Alpha Sigma Phi
social fraternity members traded their swim
trunks for winter coats.
Nineteen members headed to the wintry
weather of Sioux Falls, S.D. for a week of volunteer work with Habitat for Humanity, a
national non-profit organization that builds
houses for underprivileged families. The families also assist the volunteers with the building.
The fraternity members were stranded in
their vans on the way to Sioux Falls. For five
hours they waited out a storm that d ropped 6
inches of snow on Columbia, Mo. The members passed time by sleeping, playing games
HabitaL for Humanity
and talking to truckers on CB radios.
Jason Goodike, j unior from Paducah, and Brent McKown, junior from Sikeston, Mo.,
However, the trip wasn't as bad as it sounds,
jackhammer
concrete for a window in Sioux Falls, S.D. over Spring Break.
Sam Arnett, the fraternity's philanthropic chair
built shelves and organized Habitat for load."
and co-organizer of the trip, said.
While this is the first trip Alpha Sigma Phi
" A lot of people think we' re giving up our Humanity's warehouse.
The organization's volunteers were also very has encountered snow, this is not the fraterniSpring Break to go, and that's a misconception," Matt Day, junior from Owensboro and hospitable to the fraternity members. The ty's first time working for Habitat for Humanico-organizer of the trip, said. " It's something members were treated to free basketba ll and ty.
"This is our third year going," Day said.
minor league baseball games and admission to
we love to do."
the
local
YMCA.
"We've
worked in Fort Worth, Texas and
Day said the work allows the fraternity to
Raleigh,
N.C."
"They were very happy to set• us," Mark
work together as brothers and help people.
Alpha Sigma Phi makes this event part of its
The members were d ivided into two groups. Fitch, senior from West Frankfort, Ill., said.
A small group worked on a house while others "We put them a month ahead on Lhcir work- regular philanthropy.

resource center contact
information. Utley said
many students are surThe Health Education prised by what they learn
Advocate Team will give during the presentations.
three rape and ·sexual Statistics. such as 84 perassault prevention presen- cent of rape victims know
tations next week to fresh- their attacker and one in
four women and one in six
man orientation classes.
The presentations on men will be victims of rape
Tuesday, Wednesday and or attempted rape, are not
Friday are typical of what common knowledge to the
the team does throughout students in the audience.
the year. This is part of the
To become a member of
HEA 360 class that is HEAT, students must take
offered every fall.
the HEA 360 course during
Jennifer Utley, HEAT the fall semester. The class
coordinator and assistant trains students on group
instructor, said the team presentations, and also
often focuses on freshmen requires its members to
because they are the most attend a weekend retreat to
vulnerable group on cam- teach the team members to
pus.
work closely together.
The class, which presents
"The class is like a famiin teams of three or more, ly," Utley said.
encourages students to
Team member Lauren
express their views on rape
Lindsey, junior from Crestand sexual assault during
wood, said being a member
the presentation.
of HEAT has been a posi"We try to make them
tive experience.
(the presentations) interac"Everyone gains sometive," Utley said. "We want
thing,"
Lindsay said. "The
the students to talk as
HEAT
team's members
much as the presenters."
The team is trained to grow individually as well
adjust the content of the as a team, and great friendpresentation to areas stu- ships are formed in the
dents express the least midst of having fun and
educating the community.''
knowledge in.
Students interested in
"Every single presentation is different," Utley taking the class do not have
said. "That's what makes it to be health majors. Applications are available in the
so cool."
Every presentation by Women's Center and the
HEAT includes Jaws about HEAT office, located in
rape and sexual assault, Ordway Hall. They must
and be returned by March 31.
prevention
tips
BY TARA SHELBY
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Hester debate team celebrates undefeated seasons
B Y PATRICK ABANATHY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

After two years of being undefeated, the
Hester College debate team looks back on its
victories with a sense of pride.
The team has debated with each of the residential college debate teams at least once and
has also competed twice with the MSU debate
team, which hosts all of the debates.
"You might say we brought in the millennium with an undefeated record," Hester College debate team President Daryl Diebold said.
Debate teams consists of one to three people.
If one side has fewer competitors than the other
side, it is acceptable to have a member or members of the MSU debate team fill in on the team
with fewer. members so the argument will be

minimal requirements. First, they must be a
balanced.
The debate is set on a stage in front of an member of the residential college that the team
audience. After the deb.1tc, the .llldience represents. Second, they must be willing to
decides the winner.
invest the time and effort required to argue
Diebold said debate can be cducationnl as effectively against an opponent.
well as entertaining.
In its two year history, the Hester debate
"It's a communication building forum for team has covered many controversial issues
students and an opportunity to test your abili- such as gun control, Internet telecourses, yearty to argue effectively and get your point mund schooling for high schools and media
violence.
across to a broad audience," Diebold said.
White College debate team President Angela
The Hester College debate team is currently
Simpson said she believes the audience bene- preparing for an upcoming debate with Elizafits as much as those who arc debating the top- beth College. The statement for debate reads,
"Not seeking medical attention for children for
ics.
"It gives them a lot of different ideas and medical reasons should be considered child
maybe some insight into thing~ they haven' t abuse."
really considered before," Simpson said.
The debate will be open to the public and
In order to become part of a residential col- will be held in the Curris Center Theatre on
lege debate team, students must fulfill two Monday at 8 p.m.

Sun, sand, and that special guy..
Spring break regrets?

COLD BEER
POOL & DARTS

same day results -- all services confidential

Life House Pregnancy Care Center

Sat. Mar. 25 · Leather & Laae
Thurs. Mar. 30 · Whirling Dervish
Sat. Apr. 1 - Tomv Gunn

1506 Chestnut Street

753-0700

~ MSU WoMEN's GoLF TEAM
• North-South Intercollegiate Champions!!! •

.

Bands

Get a Free Pregnancy Test

Tan house 2-doors down from Boulders

Best damn pizza In the greater
Metropolitan Buchanan area
plus Shrimp, Enchiladas &
Sandwiches.

Del INTERNET IS HI!RI!·I
·~.oWed
Internet
.

Price Anywhere
.

No Minors on Bend Nights

13

Mille,s south of Murr1y

1 2 1 South on Stateline next to Stateline LoHery

urray
Place

Luxury Living for College Students

• 4-br 4-bath & 2-br 2-bath units

Visit our Leasing Office!
Our leasing office is currently located at
1608 Highway 121 North, past Sav-A-Ton
convenience store in Country Square.

• Private bath off each bedroom
• Completely furnished
• Panic alarm in each bedroom
• Washers & dryers in each apt
·High speed Internet access

Now Leasing! For more info:
Call (270)759-3003
E-mail m urray@placeproperties.com

·Sparkling Swimming Pool
• Fitness Center
• Minutes from campus
• Tennis Courts

Live.com/murra /msu

• Individual Leases
·Roommate Matching
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Racers look to restock
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

SPORTS EDITOR

The loss of the Murray State
Racers March 12 denied the team
a postseason berth and left two
questions: why and what now?
The Racers (23-9) were denied
bids in both the NCAA Tournament and the National Invitational Tournament for the first
time since the 1992-93 season,
when they went 18-12 and lost to
Tennessee State in the final of the
Ohio Valley Conference Tourna·
ment.
The Racers shared the regularseason OVC crown this year
with Southeast Missouri State
and lost to SEMO 67-56 March 5
in the OVC Tournament Championship game.
Racer Assistant Coach Chris
Woolard said he was shocked
when he did not receive a call
from the NIT.
"They told us we were supposed to be called at 10:30 that
night whether we were in or not
and be told who we were playing and where if we got in,"
Woolard said. "A local TV station called us to ask our feeling
about not getting in and then the
station gave us the parings. We
were baffled and disappointed
we didn't get in."
Woolard said the tough part
for the Racers was that since the
OVC Tournament ends one
week before the NCAA and NIT
bids are announced, the Racers
have to prepare like they will be
in the tournament and wait
while teams in other conferences

have to wait less time for a bid.
Louisville, who is the only
"It's really bad for our seniors, remaining starter; Chris Shu·
because they were wanting to mate, freshman from Louisville;
get in the NIT and prove how and Justin Burdine, sophomore
good they could be in the post· from Savannah, Tenn. as they
season this year," Woolard said. are the remaining players with
Eight of the 32 teams selected the most experience.
Murray State will also get sevfor the NIT had a Rating Percentage Index lower than Murray eral new players next season,
State's, including Rutgers Uni- some coming off NCAA probaversity, which the Racers defeat- tion for grades, and three incomed 87-83 on Nov. 26 in the Hoop ing freshmen so far.
'Antione Whelchel, freshman
and Quill Classic.
from
GainesviJle, Ga.; Chiwale
MSU Athletic Director E.W.
Bedeau,
freshman from Port of
Dennison said he was disapSpain,
Trinidad;
Kevin Paschel,
pointed about the NIT selections,
freshman
from
Louisville;
but understood their reasoning.
Anthony
Woodard,
freshman
"The NIT is a completely invifrom
Russellville;
and
Lennart
tational tournament and it's
Christiansen,
freshman
from
totally up to them who they
Copenhagen,
Denmark,
will
be
invite," Dennison said. "They're
after
sitting
out
eligible
to
play
worried about the bottom line,
this season for Prop 48 guidegetting big crowds and how
lines.
much ESPN exposure they get.
Murray State has already
Sometimes a school like Murray
signed three players for next seaState might not seem to be as a
son, Jamar Avant of Murphysbig an attraction or bring as big a boro High School in Murphysfanfare to them, even though we boro, Ill., junior college transfer
may have beaten a team (Rut- Roderick Thomas from Mongers) invited to the tournament roeville, Ala. and Mumba Rivera
instead of us."
from the Virgin Islands. With
OVC Commissioner Dan national signing day for men's
Beebe said he was very dis- basketball April 12, Woolard
turbed by Murray State not said the Racers should have
receiving a bid and is looking to more recruits to announce.
investigate the selection process
Woolard said he hopes to get
of the NIT with the NIT selection all the new recruits under the
comm1ttee and fellow conference guidelines so they can have an
commissioners.
immediate impact, even though
The Racers must now look Avant and Rivera are currently a
ahead to next season after losing little behind on grac;le guidelines.
The NIT has no available
six seniors, including four
phone number and did not
starters.
The Racers will be led by Ray return e-mail questions before
Cunningham,
junior
from press time.

SPORTS EDITOR: JASON BILUNGSLEY
A SSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR: Joe DAN DACUS
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jAMES EGBERT

Strike Force coach

"I

PERSONALLY

THINK INTRAMU·
RALS ARE RUN BY
THE GREEKS."

The face of intramural vol·
leyball at Murray State will
be very different this season.
The two-time defending
champions will not participate this year.
Strike Force, the two-time
undefeated defending intramural volleyball champions,
will not participate because
of a miscommunication
between the team and Coordinator of Intra-Collegiate
Sports and Recreation Alison Epperson.
James Egbert, Strike Force
coach, said the day he
received the schedules, he
called the intramural department to find out why his
team was not in the fraternity league as it h<\d requested.
He was then told by an
assistant of Epperson that he
needed to pick up his team's
payment because there was
no room for his team this
year in the fraternity bracket.
"I was told by one of her
assistants that the fraternities had requested we not be
in their league and named

Alpha Tau Omega as specifically requesting us not to
play in the league," Egbert
said.
Alpha Tau Omega Sports
Chair John Blane said he
was not aware of any comment by anyone from Alpha
Tau Omega about Strike
Force not being in the fraternity bracket.
Epperson also said she did
not know of any fraternity
requesting Strike Force not
be in the fraternity league or
where Egbert got his infor·
mation.
On Tuesday, Egbert, along
with teammate H. L. Hussmann went to Epperson to
hear her personal explanation about the situation.
Egbert asked about the sta·
tus of the residential college
league, which had six teams
in it.
"She said we could have
been added to the residcn·
tial college league but we
were too picky and wanted
to play in the fraternity
league," Egbert said. "She
said it would also make the
season longer and they
couldn' t do that. I personally think intramurals are run

NIT SElECTIONS

R ~I RAIING
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17-1 4
19-10
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Tulane
N.C. State
Wake Forest
Vanderbilt
Georgetown
Virginia
Princeton
Penn State
Delaware
Vdlanova
Mar:quette
Xavier
Michigan
Notre Dame
Bowling Green
BYU
Long Beach Sl
California
South Florida
New Mexico
New Mexico St.
Arizona St.
UNC Charlotte
Mississippi
Massachusetts
Siena
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Southwest Missouri

19-10
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24-7
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15-13
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65
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Strike Force not to defend title
BY JASON B ILLINGSLEY

vs.

MURRAY STATE
ScHDDL

lJ

762-4481

PHONE:

by the Greeks."
Epperson said Strike Force
knew back in September it
was likely to not be in the
fraternity league.
"If Sherri (Gallimore, former intramural director) put
them in the fraternity league
two years ago that's one
thing," Epperson said. "But
they were in the residential
college league last year and
they should have expected
to be there this year.
"If we let them in the fra·
ternity league, then anyone
who thought they were pretty good in softball, football
or basketball could be in any
league they wanted," she
said. "The fraternity league
should be only for fraternities."
Epperson said another
reason Strike Force could
not participate in the fraternity league was the point
system for the league would
be
adversely · affected
because of Strike Force not
being a fraternity, and that
the Interfraternity Council,
not Epperson, set the rules
of the fraternity intramural
league point system.
After his meeting with

Epperson, Egbert went to
Jim Baurer, Director of the
Curris Center and Student
Life.
Baurer met with Epperson
on Wednesday and said he
supported Epperson's decision 100 percent.
"The
ideal
situation
would be if there were three
leagues, residential college,
fraternity and independent
for the guys this season,"
Baurer said. "The problem is
there was only one independent team without Strike
Force, so they had to be put
into the residential college
league. We don't allow
teams to choose what league
they're in. They were given
the opportunity to be in the
residential college league
and they turned down the
invitation."
With Sigma Pi forfeiting
its season after not showing
up for two games Monday
night, Baurer said Wednesday Strike Force could ask
the fraternity teams to play
it in place of Sigma Pi in
exhibition matches that
would not count toward the
intramural and IFC standings.

Only games
against Div ision I
team s are u sed to
c alcula te the API.

RPI statistics from Fansonly.com

Robert P1eroni/The News

MSU rifle finishes
fourth in NCAA
air rifle competition
BY JOE DAN DACUS

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Rifle Team finished fourth in the
NCAA air rifle championship and had several outstanding
individual performances.
The team was on a roll after winning its seventh straight
OVC title on its way to the NCAA this year. The team had
several members place in the top 20 of the individual
bracket, powering MSU to take fourth overall in the air rifle
division.
Martin Wheeldon, senior from Eubank, led the team with
a score of 390. That score tied him for sixth individually.
Marra Hastings, senior from Kingston, Wash., shot a 385.
This put her in ninth place individually.
"I did pretty well," Wheeldon said. "The competition
was stiff and there was some good shooting out there."
Crystal Kern, junior from Laramie, Wyo., shot a 383,
landing her in 15th place ind ividua lly. Emily Schefold,
junior from Erlanger, rounded out the team with a score of
375 to place her 20th in the individuals.
"I was satisfied with my performance," ~ern said. "I feel
we did the best we could."
Hastings also qualified for the smallbore competition,
where he shot a 1163 and finished ninth individually. MSU
was hindered because the team fell short of qualifying for
the smallbore competition.
The team is already setting its sights on next year's OVC
and NCAA competitions and hopes to bring home another
NCAA championship to add to the two MSU has achieved
in the past.

Racers need to move from OVC to Missouri Valley Conference
Sports Talk

ALYSON

Me Nun
"IT SEEMS THAT
THEY.RE HANGING AROUND.
MUCH WEAKER
TEAMS."

[t hurts to be left standing alone in
the comer when all your friends are
having a ball at the Big Dance.
Just ask Murray State's jilted basketball team.
The Racers, a perennial tournament Cinderella, were denied by the
fairy godmothers this season. While
a berth in the NCAA tournament
seemed improbable at best, the Racers and their fans felt sure an outstanding 23-9 season merited a bid
inthe National Invitation Tournament.
The NIT selection committee, however, disagreed.
The Ohio Valley Conference gets
no respect from postseason tournament selection committees, and my
mom (a foremost authority on collegiate basketball, I assure you) says
Louisville's Denny Crum didn' t

make the situation any bettet when
in the early '80s two teams from the
OVC were in the NCAA Tournament and Louisville was not awarded a berth.
Apparently Crum got his Cardinal
feathers rather ruffled and expressed
his displeasure to anyone and everyone who would usten, twerping that
a piddly conference like the OVC
entered two teams when his hallowed red birds were left on the sidelines.
Never again has the OVC berthed
two teams in the NCAAs.
Murray State dominates the OVC.
With a national reputation as a team
to be feared, the Racers have name
recognition and consistently win
their conference.
That, however, is just a start. Did
you ever hear the rumor that Cher

used to hang around with unattractive women to make herself seem
prettier?
It's kind of like that with the Racers. It seems that they're hanging
around much weaker teams just so
they can (almost) always say they're
better.
This year, Indiana State and
Creighton represented the Missouri
Valley Conference, the OVC's nextdoor neighbor, in the NCAA and
MVC teams Southwest Missouri
State and Southern nlinois University lived to play another day in the
NIT.
So why are the Racers languishing

in a conference with sub-par teams
when the lOth best conference in the
country is scoring points with the
postseason selection committees in
Murray's backyard?

Many opponents of conferencehopping say changing conference is
a time-consuming and costly matter.
They worry Murray State fans
would lose interest in a team that
went from "championship" to "alsoran," and travel costs would escalate.
What these naysayers are fa iling to
recognize are the long-tern benefits
this move would bring. Moving to a
mid-major conference like the MVC
would immediately strengthen Murray State's notoriously weak schedule, which is annually bogged down
with the dead weight of OVC play.
This year's Murray State team
could have played very competitively with the teams in the MVC. The
Racers wouldn't have won all of
their games, but they would have
won some of them And when the
Racers won rome games, they would

gain more national respect.
And as they gain more national
respect, they will be able to more easily recruit high-school and junior college standouts. And as the caliber of
the individual players strengthens
down the bench, the team will win
even more games.
And as the team wins more and
more games, they get invited to postseason play. And that rolls in the big
bucks, making the team even better
and bringing the University as a
whole greater national prominence.
The Western Kentucky Hilltoppers
play in the Sun Belt in basketball and
the OVC in football. Why can't Murray State's basketball squads make a
similar power play?

McNutt is a copy editor at "The
Mu"ay State News."
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JMartin Wheeldon,
~ennyDaag

Martin Wheel·
lion and Jenny
Daag are in this
eek1s Racer
portLight.

~

Wheeldon,
nior from
~ubank, had the
best individual
performance
jMardt 10 and 11
1at the NCAA Rifle
thampionships.
Wheeldon fin.
• hed sixth in the
'air rifle competi·
tion with a score
• of 390.
Daag, senior
from Linkopin~
Sweden, led the
women's golf
team individually
in its last two
tournaments.
Daag won the
individual title at
the North-South
Intercollegiate in
jacksonville, Fla.
on March 14 anp
15 by winning a
tie,.breaker after
Oaagand Kim
Best of Daytona
Beach tied with a
150 :for the tw~
round tournament.
Daag also
placed fifth in the
Chris Bannister
Classic in Cal·
houn County,
Ala. on Monday
and Tuesday.

Fastfact

•Breds games to be
broadcast on local radio

Correction
In the Feb. 25 issue of "The News,"
'Breds senior Chris Johnson was incorrectly referred to as Chris Williams.
"The News" regrets any inconvenience
caused by the mistake.

The MSU 'Breds a re taking to the
airwaves as six of the team's games
will be broadcast over the radio on
WRI<Y 1130 AM, WNBS 1340 AM and
on the World Wide Web at
www.goracers.com under the heading of "Live Audio."
Each of the six games are against
OVC competitors UT-Martin, Middle
Tennessee State and Morehead State.
Officials from the athletic department
said they feel this will give people
who don't have opportunities to make
the baseball games at Reagan Field an
opportunity to still follow 'Breds
action.
The games will be broadcast at 1
p.m. April 8, 2 p.m. April 9, 1 p.m.
April 22 and 2 p.m. May 14. For more
information go to www.murraystate.edu/ sports.

Pannunzio begins spring
football pradices Sunday
Racer Football Head Coach Joe
Pannunzio starts his first spring practice as head coach Sunday at 10 a.m.
After kicking off the first practice of
the season, the team will continue to
practice every Wednesday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday.
Pannun.zio said the practice schedule was set up this way so there
would be no conflicts with the athletes' classes.
The team will continue to practice
until April 21. There will also be
scrimmage games on AprilS and 15 at
10 a.m. Pannunzio said he feels this is
a very important part of the season
because it gives him a chance to evaluate the team and coaches.
Pannunzio said he feels his team
cannot only improve on last year's
record, but also add another OVC title
to the trophy case.

Women's golf finishes first
at Nortfi..South Intercollegiate
The women's golf team had two big
tournaments in a row as it beat out 14
teams to win the North-South Intercollegiate held March 14 and 15 in
Jacksonville, Fla.
The team won with an overall score

of 620, beating out OVC foe Tennessee
Tech by four strokes to win the competition. Jenny Daag, senior from
Linkoping, Sweden, won the individ·
ual title by defeating Daytona Beach's
Kim Best in a tie-breaker.
The team then headed to Calhoun
County to participate in the Chris
Bannister Classic. This time Tech kept
the upper han d and walked away
with the win with a score of 646. Troy
State came on late and man aged to
edge out MSU by two with a score of
648. MSU finished third with a score
of 650. Daag shot a 157, finishing just
three strokes behind titlist Aroha
Fleming of Jacksonville, Fla.

Men's golf team finishes
eighth In New Orleans
The men's golf team was in action
March 13 and 14 at the New Orleans
Collegiate Classic. The team placed
eighth out of 18. The team shot a 623.
New Orleans won the event with a
score of 594. Murray State, St. Louis
and Southeast Missouri tied for eighth
with a score of 623.
Iowa State, Centenary, Nicholls
State, Eastern Illinois, Mobile, Tennessee State, Butler and Indiana-Purdue-Indianapolis rounded out the
tournament in that order. The men's

team is now looking forward to the
Eastern Kentucky Intercollegiate
today and tomorrow in Richmond.

New athletics web site offers
MSU fans closer look
The athletic ·department recently
launched a new web site for Murray
State fans w h o want to keep up to
date with up to the minute coverage
of different collegiate sports. The site
is called www.goracers.com.
Athletic Director E.W. Dennison
said this will help the deparbnent
keep up with the increasing popularity of the Internet and Murray State
athletics. Dennison said it would give
alumni and the community the opportunity to take a closer look at Racer
athletics. He said he also wanted MSU
fans to able to get to know the athletes, coaches and the athletic administration.
The site is still not fully complete,
but will eventually take over as the
official site for MSU athletics.

"Sports Briefly" is compiled by Joe Dan
Dacus, assistant sports editor.
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Baseball
Standings
ovc

Overall
EKU
J..O
S-10
M1SU
2-0
10-9
MSU
2-0
5-14
SEMO
1-1
13-5
1-1
3-10
Morehead 0-0
9-7
TIU
0-2
9-9
UT-Martin Q-2
4-18
APSU
0-3
13-8

This was the
Eru
first season the
~urray State. Rae·
ers were not m a
postseason basketball tournament since· the
Standings as of Tuesday
992-93 season.
uru:; MSU Sports

Baseball
Schedule
r.t.rdl24

Athletics
Calender

Wioalnsit»AJJwoul.to< 11 MWir
T.,_lp.m.
t.Wdt25
Murray St.ttt at Eutt-m fllw•li(l) 1

p.m
EMirm K.ntuc~y atilT-Mortr(l)l

pm.
Mor~ St.tlt tl T...._ Ta:h(2)

Friday-Sunday, MSU
Track at Alabama Relays

Sunday, Men's Tennis
hosts Belmont 1 p.m.

Saturday, Women's Rowing at Southeast Regional
Collegiate Sprints

Tuesday, Mt>n's Tennis
hosts Tennessee State 2:30
p.m.

Saturday, Women's Tennis
at Morehead State 8 a.m.

Tuesday, Women's Tennis
hosts Tennl.>SSee State 2:30
p.m.

W1oconsan-MIIwoukft At Middle

T~2pm.

M.Jn:h 26
Mwny Slolr at b~ lllinoi> I p.m
E.ls!Mn K~tucky atllT·M.arlln I p m.
M<~ St&trot r..,_ Tedll

Saturday, Men'.s Tennis
hosts Memphis 9 a.m.
Saturday, Women's Tennis
vs Dayton at Morehead

(2)denclosa~

Hblft vs.

Thunday lit IUcu Aren.a
Whttevs H-rfi:4Spm.
~1!1\ts " ' Br..tun. Bulb 7:30p.m.
H1rt8 VI, H•rt A 8 15 p.m.

Women's

March 31-Aprill, Men's
GoU at Kentucky lntercollegiate

Thursday lit South Gym

Friday
MSU's most popular band

[X]®®~~@[[ ®ru~~~
Saturday
Blues & Rock Band

[;®®®~ ~®11~®00
to enter

(270) 575·0508

Fraternities
Moncl&y at Rllcer /u'ena
Alplw Tau Omega \'I Sigm.~ PN
Ep<olnn 11:4S p.m ,
Umbel. Chi Alpha V> Slgm.a Chi
8:15p.m.
Sogma 1'111 Epsilon VI. Alpha Slgm•

Sororities
Monday at South Gym

PN9p~~~o

SlgiNI !ilp'la SlpnA 8 \'1. AI phi
Om•:ron 1'16:45 p.m .
AlphaS~ Alpha va Alph• D<!lta
"'7:30pm.
Alpha Gamma O.lta va. Sip•
Slpnot Sipu A 8 15 p.m

WMnesday at Racer Aftn.a

Wednad.ty at South Gym

Bromm• Bulb 8:15p.m.

Ridvnond Vlt. Rcsrn~ 1> 45 p m.
Hort VI. HDter 7·30 p.m.
El01.abo.thvt. Whibt8;15 pm.

Must be ~1] to
enter the bar

2069 Irvin Cobb Dr.
Paducah

Hart 8 va White 6:45pm .
H.lt1 A vs. R"h"'ftlb 7:30 p.m.

Thursday, Women's Tt>nnis at UT·Martin 2 p.m.

lNet T -Shirt
Contest

~11

Tueschy at R.acer Arenll

Tuesday 11 South Gym

Information

Must be

Residential
Colleges
M en's

1

p.m
Southeast Mt.owi •t Auabn Peey(2) 2
p.m

p.m.
Soutt-t Miooo..m II l\u$tift l'eoy 2
pm

t>n's Golf at Saluki Tnvitationa I

Alph.t C&m~N Rho va. 1'1 leo~
Alph.t 6'45 p m.
t..mbd. Chi Alpha vs. sepn. PhJ
Epsolon 7:30p.m.
l'i ~Coppa Alph.t Vtl. Alpha T•u
Omcp9p.m
Signw Chl VI. Alph.t Sigm.a l'ht 9 45
pm ,

SU.l·ll

MTSU'"7

UT-IIIItiiiJ.l

MSU4-2
illUJ.O

Alplw O.lta l'lv.. Si~~J~W St~
Slgm.a A 6:45 p.m.
Alph.t G.unm. Otita va. Alpha
Omicron 1'17:30 p.tn.
Alph.t Sigm.a Alpha VI. Sigma
Si&ftlo' Sl&ftlo' 8 8·15 p m.

RJchmond VI.. El~ 6>15 p.m.

HArt va. Whlte 7;30 p.m.
HfilnVI. Whlt~ 8:15p.m

em.. tl..,.. -

1 dt.ons« 114a,..

of tJ.. forltlt of Slpu• PL Chock
willl Ill« lnlr-uroll offia Ill 762·
44!11.

Your favorite
UPN shows are
on UPN 46-

Star Trek Voyager,
Moesha and
The 1/Vt!VF SmackdOtiVI7!

Watch and enjoy
UPN along with
UPN 46's other
great shows-

Queen Latifah,
Family Feud,
Cops and
Blind Date!

Comirig April 3
WQTV Murray
www. q46. com

Your Hometown Station!
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'Breds defeat Christian Brothers 10-4; Eastern Illinois next
BY JASON B ILLINGSLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

The Murray State Thoroughbreds (6-14, 2-0
OVC) won their third consecutive game
Wednesday defeating non-conference opponent
Christian Brothers University (3-17-1) 10-4.
The 'Breds, who swept two games against
Tennessee Tech this weekend to put themselves
in second place in the Ohio Valley Conference,
used a five-run eighth inning to blow open a
tight game for the victory.
Scott Greene, sophomore from LouisviiJe,
threw five shutout innings for his first win of the
season, while Cory Foster took the loss for Christian Brothers.
''Two or three weeks ago, we might not have

won this game because mentally when we got
close, we weren't able to handle it and now we
are," 'Breds Head Coach Mike Thieke said. "We
won a few close games and that's a good sign for
a club that's growing up."
The 'Breds scored five unanswered runs in the
first five innings before Christian Brothers
responded with one run in the sixth inning, two
in the seventh and one in the eighth.
Murray State answered in the bottom of the
eighth with five runs on three hits and three
Christian Brothers' errors to seal the victory.
"The game was on the line and we stepped up
and got some good hits," Thieke said. ''We made
some very, very good aggressive base running
decisions and pointed those things out to my

club after the game."
Next up for the 'Breds is a three-game weekend conference series at Eastern 1llinois. Eastern
Illinois will likely start the top pitcher in the
OVC, John Larson, who was drafted in last season's Major League Baseball college draft before
deciding to return to EIU, in the first game. larson has won 1 1 consecutive conference games
dating back to April1998.
"We're going into this weekend with some
confidence after winning three games in a row,"
Johnson said. "If we can beat their big dog (Larson), then the pups will let down and we'll win
the series."
The 'Breds will play a doubleheader Saturday
starting at noon in Charleston, Ill. and a singlegame Sunday at 1 p.m.

Ryan Brooks/The News

Brett McCutchan, freshman from Evansville, Ind., slides
back to fint base during the 'Breds 10-4 win Tuesday.

Intramural basketball concludes with tournaments, exhibitions
team loaded with talent but they
were able to gel together very
well."
Besides regular tournament
action, on March 8 the winners
from UT-Martin's intramural basketball tourney came to Racer
Arena to take on some of MSU's
intramural teams.
Alpha Omicron Pi women from
Martin beat a team of Alpha Omicron Pi women from Murray
State.

BY TIM ALSOBROOKS
CONTRIBUTING WRilER

Murray State's intramural basketball tournament wrapped up
its season with Regents College
winning the women's tournament and Alpha Tau Omega
winning the men's tournament
on March 9 at Racer Arena.
"We had a great time as a
team," Regents College Coach
Shunda Johnson said. "I had a

For the men, MSU's Kappa
Alpha Psi went one-on-one with
the Brahma Bulls from Martin
and won.
"Martin took the teams that
won their tournament and we
picked teams not only with a winning record but also with no
lower than a 'B' in sportsmanship
ratings," Coordinator of lntracollegiate Sports and Recreation Alison Epperson said.
Epperson has a good relation-

ship with UT-Martin's coordinator and they hope to continue the
exhibition games.
"We went down there for football intramurals," Epperson said .
"Both schools hope to continue
this to encourage good sportsmanship and to have fun."
Overall Epperson was pleased
with the intramural basketball
season, only one team had to be
eliminated from the tournament
and it was because it did not show

up.
Also, the sportsmanship ratings
that were put into effect this year
have helped with behavior problems, Epperson said.
"There was a definite improvement from last year," Epperson
said. "We can still do better. I
guess it is sort of a developing
process."
Players and coaches may think
sportsmanship ratings are something only Murray State has

implemented, but many other
schools use the same idea in their
intracoUegiate sports.
"It's not something new or
unusual," Epperson said. "Westem Kentucky tolerates even less
than we do as far as unsportsmanlike activity is concerned."
Even though basketball is over,
the intramural season is nol
Volleyball started this week
and the deadline for soccer
sign ups is April 7. Golf and tennis
will also commence in April.
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Summer jobs available with
MSU Housing & Residential Life
The MSU Housing and Residential Ute Department has the following summer employment
opportunities for students. Applicants must be current students and pre-registered for fall
semester classes if not taking summer school classes.
Preference for some positions will be given to those Individuals with previous experience.
Compensation includes an hourly salary for each position.
Employment applications and job duty descriptions can be obtained at the Housing Office.

DINIIPlll
IIIII
lpomored .,,. llB/161

Positions available:
Summer School Resident Advisors
Summer School Desk Workers
Summer Youth Program (Camp) Counselors
Summer Youth Program Desk Workers
Mailroom Workers
Maintenance Handyman Workers
Housing Office Workers
Security Guards
Contact the Housing Office at 762-2310 for more information about positions.
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MILLIONAIRE:
Friends waited for
possible lifeline call
From Page 1
was wrong. 1 told them I had a great time
in New York. You just have to move on."
Futrell had tried many times to get on
the show since its inception in 1999. He
called in on Feb. 21 and answered three
questions correctly (which did not deal
with movies or the Academy Awards).
They asked him what choice of three tapings he would be available for, so he
chose the special Academy Awards edition.
"The next day, when I got the call back,
I was pleasantly surprised," Futrell said.
Futrell estimated he competed against
more than 200 contestants to qualify for
the quiz show. To qualify, he had to

SEARCH: Still
uncertain of
students' role
From Page 1
will curve the representation.
"It is seen as loading up the
committee," Price said.
Price said he has sent out an
e-mail to all the committee
members to st>e whether any
of them would object to students sitting on the committee as members. So far the
results have not come in.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Don Robertson said
there is a questions of how
many students would need to
be representati\'eS to be fair.
"Would there be one student representative for each
department, or two represen-

answer five "fast finger" questions correctly and as fast as he could.
"On the first two questions, I had no
problem," he said. "After that, my hands
started to freeze. I was like, I hope I can
do this."
About two hours after the qualifications, Futrell was notified he had indeed
qualified for "Millionaire." When the call
finally came, all Futrell felt was elation.
Futrell and his father, Jim, flew from
Nashville to New York City for the taping on March 15.
The next day w,1s taken up with work
on the "Millionaire" set. Futrell said the
producers kept the contestants from contact with the outside world, even accompanying them to the restroom at times.
The players went through a dress
rehearsal before the show and practiced
some "fast finger" questions. Futrell got
two of the practice questions right and
that raised his prospects of making it to

tatives for each committee?"
Robertson said.
Many feel students will be
able to put forth input without necessarily being on the
committee.
"I certainJy think students
should be involved, but I
have some real reservations
putting a student on the committee," Price said.
Kirkham disagrees.
"Since it is our education,
then I think we should have a
say in who the dean is,''
Kirkham said.
Price said being on the committee would be a valuable
experience for a student. He
also said he wants students to
have access to the candidates.
Said Price: " If the committee wants to add a student, I
have nothing against it, but 1
think there is a better way for
students to have input."
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the "hotseat."
He said possible contestants even had
to practice getting into the chair, and
when he actually made it into the seat,
the ''MiUionaire" crew had to do two
takes for him to get into it right.
When he got the "fast finger" question
right on the show, Futrell said he might
have gotten too excited.
"T think Regis was scared,'' he said. "l
was yelling a little bit, and I went over to
the mark where Regis asked if I wanted
to go for the million."
Meanwhile, at home, two of his friends
were waiting on potential calls from
Futrell. Sunny Renfrow, an employee at
Suncoast Motion Picture Company in
Paducah, and Jody Smith, a news producer at WPSD in Paducah, were two
"phone-a-friends" Futrell had the opportunity of calling if he needed help on a
question. Both were waiting, and nervous.

"I was a little nervous," Renfrow said.
"It's a lot of pressure, when someone is
depending on you for a whole lot of
money."
Smith, a 1992 Murray State graduate,
said he did a little preparation in case
Futrell might call.
"I picked up my movie guide and
looked at it," he said. "l thought those
quick recall skills would pay off from
high school."
Futrell and Smith have known each
other since they were children in Graves
County then attended the University.
Ironically, Futrell was a movie critic for
"The Murray State News" and Smith was
a movie critic for MSU TV-11.
Unfortunately, Futrell didn't have the
chance to use either Renfrow or Smith for
help. However, he is looking forward to
seeing the finished product tonight,
which he said took about three hours to
tape.

ENGINEERING: Statewide program could set precedent
From Page 1
the statewide plan. It has
researched similar plans such
as that in Georgia, in which
Georgia Tech offers engineering programs at other campuses. The new plan would go into
effect as early as fall 2001.
Western and Murray State
will both actively participate in
the planning process.
"How it is going to work out,
we don't know, but we will be
participants at the table," Burch
said of Western.
The University of Kentucky
will cooperate with other universities and the CPE, but in the
meantime will continue to
develop its own programs.
"We stand ready to work
with
other
institutions
statewide to expand engineering opportunities," UK Associ-
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• Complete Auld Change
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• Belts & Hoses
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May's Studio)
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8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m
Location: 3rd Floor Curris Center
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learned a lot about my own shooting."
Hearn's family has long been a driving force in helping him excel at
shooting.
"We all have won national titles in
muzzle loader shooting," Hearn said.
"I have 13 titles and Dad has 15."
Hearn said one of the great things
about the sport is women compete
against men regularly. He said it was
nice to compete in a sport where
women are treated a~ equals.
Many people ask how one person
could have the patience and concentration to shoot target after target all day
at mt..>ets.
"I either am not thinking of anything
or I'm singing a song in my head,"
Hearn said. "When I sing, the song
gets me in a rhythm and keeps me
from getting frustrated at bad shots."
Hearn's friends st.>e how his sport
influences him in positive ways.
"You can see how dedicated he is on
and off the range," Jonathan Rhodes,
senior from McLean County, said. "He
has an ability to concentrnte and perform under pressure that is amazing."
Rifle team member Emily Schefold
agreed with Rhodes.
"It teaches you things about yourself
and creates a drive in you to excel," she
said.
Hearn said he believes guns are not
dangerous when they are used responsibly.
"I was taught to respect guns, and
after a couple years it just becomes
burned into you," Hearn said. "You
don't coll$lder violence because you
see the gun as a tool, nnt a weapon.
The kids that do that stuff were not
raised to respect guns. They see them
more as toys than as something serious."
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Cars • Tru cks • Guna • Knlve5 • TV's
Stereos • M u sical Equipm ent • Coins • Jewelry
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4 : 3 0·8p .m.
(270) 443-3339
(270) 753·6361

Servlcea:
S unda y 1 1:00 A . M .
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titles and Dad has 15'

Loans On An3P•Jai n • O f V a bur
W e Tot e T h e Note Auto Sales

Paducah, KV 42002

507 S. 12th St. • Next to Log Cabin Restaurant

Professional lubrication and T.L.C.
for your car. truck, motor home.

ate Engineering Dean G.T. location near the Ohio River
Uneberry said. "We certainly would be ideal for engineers
environmental
have our hands full in doing a pursuing
degrees.
job with what we have now."
"We have a unique need (for
As industries such as the Lexington print manufacturer Lex- engineers) in this region
mark Inc. expand and require because of the heavy industry
more engineers, the CPE real- along the Ohio River and in
izes the time table is tight to get other parts of this region," he
more engineers in the market, said.
The statewide engineering
Graves said .
''We don't want these compa- approach may set a precedent
nies to have to recruit these for other programs. Graves said
employees from out of state," the CPE wants universities to
work together and possibly
Graves said.
combine
programs with low
According
to
the
of
graduates.
numbers
January /February issue of
"The
council
is stressing
"Family Money," computer
coordination
and
cooperation,"
engineering is the fastest growing job market, with 109 per- he said. "We really aren't talkcent growth projected from ing about which university
1996 to 2006. The average annu- should have an engineering
program. It's what's the best
at salary is $54,912.
Brockway said Murray's way to provide this education."
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